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1.0 Introduction

1.1.1 Landscape Proposals

The Green Infi nity Loop (GIL) project seeks to develop a scheme to deliver a strong green infrastructure network for 
the town of Kilmarnock. This infrastructure is seen as a key component to providing an attractive environment where 
communities and businesses can thrive, where residents can move easily and sustainably between work, living, learning 
and play. This green infrastructure network will provide sustainable links between the residential communities and 
the town centre, with parks, greenspace corridors and informal open spaces whilst enriching and enhancing local 
biodiversity. Section 2.0 of the following report develops a conceptual landscape scheme allied to the physical route of 
the Green Infi nity Loop and seeks to establish a route with a strong sense of identity whilst respecting and integrating 
with the landscapes it both connects and passes through. 

1.1 Green Infi nity Loop Landscape

1.1.2 Signage Strategy

In order for the GIL scheme to function for users of the route, wayfi nding and navigation to intended destinations 
needs to be clear, simple, easily identifi able and coherent, allowing hassle free movement from start to journey’s end, 
wherever they may be on the route. In order for this to happen, the framework of a robust and cohesive signage 
strategy is outlined in Section 3.0. This strategy sets out the hierarchy of information and signage proposed for 
the route as well as the outline structure of an adaptable methodology for wayfi nding and orientation to principal 
destinations in and around the town. The signage is also the most visible and consistent element to provide a visual 
identity to the project. Through the repeated use of the GIL logo on each of the signs and with a consistent base 
colour, the signage will become the primary element to reinforce the GIL brand throughout the route.

1.1.3 Interpretation Strategy

Kilmarnock is a town with a rich and vibrant history. It is a town with deep cultural and environmental connections. It 
is an industrious and entrepreneurial town. These elements are to be celebrated through a coherent and engaging 
interpretation strategy outlined in Section 4.0. This interpretation strategy will seek to engage with the users and 
communities linked by the Green Infi nity Loop and convey these themes in both traditional and innovative ways using 
all modes of apparatus; from traditional signage elements backed up by printed literature through to more modern 
digital platforms and interactive elements to provide an immersive and rewarding experience. 

1.1.4 Artworks Strategy

The fi nal strand of the conceptual strategy to develop the landscape of the Green Infi nity Loop is that of Artworks. 
Section 5.0 of this report seeks to develop a strategy for the delivery of artworks consistent with the themes of the 
project. The aim of the strategy is to engage with the local community in a meaningful way to explore the cultural, 
historic and environmental apsects of the town and provide a methodology that enables layers of artworks to be 
delivered; from small, intimate pieces rooted in the immediate, through to larger, commissioned artworks that 
represent or refl ect the timeless aspects of Kilmarnock.

1.1.5 Appendices

The appendices contain some of the working and research documents that have been developed in support of this 
report and provide further detail, either technical or working, on many aspects of the landscape proposals for the GIL.
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An extract plan from a study carried out to assess 
the extents of greenspace directly connected to the 
route of the Green Infi nity Loop.
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2.0 Landscape Scheme

2.2.1 Introduction

The conceptual landscape treatments for the entire length of the proposed Green Infi nity Loop (GIL) are based on 
a series of route types. These route types are established by the character and context of the existing landscapes 
through which the route passes. 15 distinct landscape route types have been identifi ed; 

• Country Lane
• Farm Track
• Field Edge
• Greenspace
• Woodland
• Parkland
• Urban Edge
• Suburban Route (open)
• Suburban Route (enclosed)
• Suburban Street
• Shared Use Street
• Urban Street
• Suburban Road Corridor
• Urban Road Corridor
• Trunk Road Corridor

Landscape treatments within each of these route types will be subtly diff erent and will address particular needs or 
opportunities presented by the existing landscape and changes that result from the route being established. These 
treatments include a variety of elements and interventions (referred to on the plans and supporting text as ‘Landscape 
Features’), which are broadly consistent within the same route type regardless of location across the length of the 
GIL. Any unique opportunities presented by the environment of the GIL that are not related specifi cally to landscape 
character or context, can of course be addressed directly with the same palette of landscape features to develop an 
appropriate package of landscape works.

An overview of the various landscape route types is detailed on the following pages. This sets out the typical character 
of the existing landscape and the variety of landscape features to be found within each route type. It also details the 
typical path width of the GIL through this route type and provides a cross-section illustration for context and reference. 
  

The conceptual landscape scheme proposals are the result of a detailed survey, analysis and assessment of the 
proposed route and the surrounding landsapes through which the route passes. The landscape scheme attempts to 
‘tease out’ the various problems and opportunities presented by the layout of the route and a project of this type and 
scale.

The overall scale of the project presents challenges in how to best approach the landscape design whilst ensuring the 
various challenges of the diff erent landscapes and communities are met. Our approach has been to assess the route 
corridor and understand the various landscapes through which the route passes. A variety of landscape types have 
been determined which are consistent across the length of the scheme, regardless of physical location. 

These route types each have distinct characteristics which infl uence the type of landscape treatments required. 
This generates a consistency of approach, allowing us to develop a package of landscape features to address the 
challenges and opportunities presented. 

Some landscape elements have been applied on a ‘per metre’ basis. Seating, for example, is something we know will 
be required around the entire length of the route, and something for which we can make an allowance for, every 
300-400m. This and other landscape elements have been applied to the scheme on this ‘per metre ratio’ to ensure 
adequate provision is accommodated into the developing scheme without the need to become too focused upon the 
intricate detail of location, levels and layout for every bench position or element placement.

A number of larger greenspace projects are to be delivered in tandem with the Green Infi nity Loop. These spaces 
are being developed by Ironside Farrar Ltd. For further detail on these spaces, please refer to their proposals options 
for each greenspace. Information on the names and locations of these greenspaces can be found on the Landscape 
Proposals Plans. Landscape features indicated on the plans associated with these areas are an overview of the 
landscape elements to be found within IFL’s design relevant to the landscape corridor of the GIL route. 

Also noted on the plans are areas of greenspace extending out from the edges of the GIL route which provide a 
landscape opportunity for enhancement of the local landscape for either recreation or biodiversity benefi t. These areas 
are shaded in a darker green colour than the IFL greenspaces

2.2 Landscape Route Types2.1 Introduction
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2.2.2  Country Lane:    1,382 linear metres (lm) 2.2.3 Farm Track:    1,018 lm

Throughout the length of the GIL the route will utilise existing roads, lanes and tracks. ‘Country lanes’ route type refers 
to those sections that make use of minor roads usually on the periphery of the town and for relatively short stretches 
to link with route opportunities to continue around the outer edge of the settlement. For the most part these sections 
will be shared use with cyclists and pedestrians although there are some areas where a new footpath / cycleway will be 
constructed to one side of the existing road. 

Where shared use is the necessary treatment, painted surface markings and signage, both for GIL users and road users, 
will be a vital component of ensuring a safe and user friendly route.

Typical landscape features within this route type will include:

• Seating (where safe opportunities exist at the roadside)
• wayfi nding / direction signage
• boundary treatments
• specimen tree planting
• landscape enhancements
• biodiversity enhancements
• surface treatments  

Where existing farm tracks are to be used as part of the GIL, a new bound surface will be constructed and the route 
widened to accommodate the safe shared use of the route between all users. As a result of this widening, new 
boundary treatments including fencing, hedge planting and specimen or avenue tree planting will be a common 
landscape features of this route type. 

Typical landscape features within this route type will include:

• wayfi nding / direction signage
• boundary treatments
• specimen tree planting
• avenue tree planting
• landscape enhancements
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2.2.4  Field Edge:    1,148 lm 2.2.5 Greenspace:    3,256 lm

In many locations, the GIL will pass through, or along the edge of open fi elds and farmland. In most locations this 
happens on the outskirts of the settlement and the route type is classifi ed as being ‘urban edge’ rather than ‘fi eld 
edge’, as the settlement has a greater infl uence upon the character of the landscape in these locations than the 
adjacent fi elds. Where the route is passing solely through farmland, or where a fi eld lies adjacent to the route without 
the infl uence of the settlement edge, this ‘Field Edge’ route type is applied. Landscape treatments throughout this 
route type will focus upon enhancing, replacing or introducing strong fi eld edge elements of hedgerows and fi eldrow 
trees. In some locations the fi eld edge may be left open to maintain a sense of openness and connection with the 
wider farmland landscape. Seating and signage will also be notable elements of the landscape treatment in the ‘Field 
Edge’ route type.

Typical landscape features within this route type will include:
• seating
• wayfi nding / direction signage
• boundary treatments
• specimen tree planting
• avenue tree planting
• landscape enhancements
• biodiversity enhancements

The ‘Greenspace’ route type is applied to areas of open space, which may have a recreation or amenity value for local 
residents and users of the GIL or spaces. This route type will also include areas which may not previously have been 
formally recognised as having signifi cant amenity value, but which are to be enhanced by the landscape proposals of 
the GIL project to provide overall enhancement and value to the local community as well as the fl ora and fauna of the 
wider landscape.

Typical landscape features within this route type will include:
• artworks
• seating
• map / orientation signage
• interpretation boards
• wayfi nding / direction signage
• cycle parking / cycle facilities
• boundary treatments
• specimen tree planting
• avenue tree planting
• landscape enhancements
• biodiversity enhancements
• surface treatments  
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2.2.6  Woodland:    1,208 lm 2.2.7 Parkland:    2,831 lm

The route of the GIL passes through over 1km of established woodlands where the route will be widened to a minimum 
of 4m to provide a safe shared use facility. Lighting is to be provided throughout the GIL and through the woodland 
there is an aspiration that the lighting standards are balanced with the requirements of the native fl ora and fauna to 
provide the best balance between a safe and usable cycleway whilst minimising disturbance and negative eff ects upon 
the local fl ora and fauna. 

Landscape treatments through woodland areas will be limited to establishing a clear corridor of vegetation to a safe 
width and height, and providing any suitable landscape and biodiversity enhancements to improve the aesthetic and 
physical quality of the woodland areas. 

Typical landscape features within this route type will include:
• artworks
• seating
• wayfi nding / direction signage
• specimen tree planting
• landscape enhancements
• biodiversity enhancements

The GIL route has been designed to connect various communities and destinations within Kilmarnock which includes 
several established parks, including Dean Castle Country Park, Annanhill Park, Kay Park and Howard Park. Through 
these parks, the ‘Parkland’ route type is applied. This route type potentially has the ‘lightest touch’ in terms of 
landscape design and intervention. The approach within these locations is to seek to enhance and add value to the 
parks without compromising the overall character and positive or unique attributes of each park. Various landscape 
elements are proposed such as seating, signage and specimen trees in order to supplement or replace, old or 
damaged elements. Other landscape elements are proposed in order to enhance or add quality to the parks such 
as interpretation, artworks or cycle facilities with consideration given to ensure these elements integrate with the 
individual character and charm of each park.

Typical landscape features within this route type will include:
• artworks
• seating
• map / orientation signage
• interpretation boards
• wayfi nding / direction signage
• cycle parking / cycle facilities
• specimen tree planting
• avenue tree planting
• landscape enhancements
• biodiversity enhancements
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2.2.8  Urban Edge:    3,881 lm 2.2.9 Suburban Route (open):    1,521 lm

The ‘Urban Edge’ landscape route type is used to describe and attribute landscape elements to areas where the route 
passes, often on a new path, around the periphery of the settlement and where the route will provide a buff er between 
the properties on the settlement edge, and the wider landscape. The landscape proposals will seek to soften the urban 
edge and create a better landscape transition between open farmland, woodland or scrubland and the suburban 
developments of Kilmarnock. Various boundary treatments will be applied, both to the urban edge and to the outer 
edges of the route where necessary. Biodiversity enhancements play a big role in this route type where the GIL can 
help to create green corridors for wildlife as well as users of the route. Seating, artworks, avenue trees, species rich 
grassland and large areas of native shrub planting will also be a common feature of this route type.

Typical landscape features within this route type will include:
• artworks
• seating
• wayfi nding / direction signage
• boundary treatments
• specimen tree planting
• avenue tree planting
• landscape enhancements
• biodiversity enhancements

This landscape route type is applied to areas which are currently open amenity grass or similar open space within 
suburban areas. The GIL route will traverse these spaces and enhance the landscape elements to provide a more 
aesthetically pleasing landscape context for the residential areas, as well as users of the route. Specimen and avenue 
tree planting will supplement the existing specimen trees common to this landscape, and large areas of maintained 
amenity grass will be given over to a more species rich grassland helping to support pollinators and insects and 
increasing the biodiversity of the suburban areas.

Typical landscape features within this route type will include:
• artworks
• seating
• interpretation boards
• wayfi nding / direction signage
• cycle parking / cycle facilities
• boundary treatments
• specimen tree planting
• avenue tree planting
• landscape enhancements
• biodiversity enhancements
• surface treatments  
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2.2.10  Suburban Route (enclosed):    148 lm 2.2.11 Suburban Street:    2,459 lm

In order to maximise the ‘reach’ of the GIL within the various communities of Kilmarnock the route sometimes needs 
to pass through densely developed locations where there is insuffi  cient space to implement the desired full width of 
the cycleway route, and as a consequence any meaningful landscape elements. As such, landscape features are limited 
to boundary and surface treatments, with some signage and waymarking elements if required.  Due to careful and 
considered route planning however locations like this account for less than 0.6% of the overall total route length. 

Typical landscape features within this route type will include:
• wayfi nding / direction signage
• boundary treatments
• surface treatments 

Signifi cant sections of the GIL will pass through the core of suburban communities and as such cannot be fully routed 
within greenspace. Parts of the route will therefore utilise quiet residential streets which we have named as ‘suburban 
streets’ landscape route type. These sections of route are typifi ed by low volume traffi  c numbers, usually cul-de-sacs or 
no through routes for vehicles, where cyclists can safely share the road carriageway and there are suffi  cient footways 
for pedestrian users. Key to the successful implementation of the route through these areas will be wayfi nding, and this 
is the principal landscape feature of these areas and take the form of marker discs or surface treatments (see section 
2.0 Signage Strategy for further details on wayfi nding proposals). Where possible, opportunities to plant specimen 
trees or enhance small areas of greenspace will be taken advantage of to enhance the route and existing landscape for 
users and residents alike.

Typical landscape features within this route type will include:
• wayfi nding / direction signage
• cycle parking / cycle facilities
• specimen tree planting
• landscape enhancements
• surface treatments   
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2.2.12  Shared Use Street:    331 lm 2.2.13  Urban Street:    884 lm

The ‘Shared Use Street’ landscape route type is similar in nature to the ‘Suburban Street’ landscape route type, but 
is to be found out with residential areas. This route type is used in limited sections where the GIL route cannot be 
segregated fully due to various constraints and must share the route with a limited number of vehicles, again, usually 
on non through routes and cul-de-sac type arrangements. There may however be further opportunities to provide 
landscape enhancements within this route type with specimen tree planting, landscape and biodiversity enhancements 
possible in some limited locations.

Typical landscape features within this route type will include:
• wayfi nding / direction signage
• specimen tree planting
• landscape enhancements
• biodiversity enhancements
• surface treatments   

Route section 1 of the GIL passes through and engages with the Town Centre of Kilmarnock. It is within this area that 
the ‘Urban Street’ landscape route type is applied. Typically landscape treatments are limited to street furniture and 
surface treatments, but opportunities will be explored to introduce further tree or shrub planting and adopted where 
possible. Ensuring a suitable landscape ‘fi t’ between the existing urban elements of the town centre and the new cycle 
route, as well as ensuring a safe and cycle / pedestrian friendly layout will be a signifi cant focus of the GIL proposals 
within this landscape route type.

Typical landscape features within this route type will include:
• artworks
• seating
• map / orientation signage
• interpretation boards
• wayfi nding / direction signage
• cycle parking / cycle facilities
• boundary treatments
• specimen tree planting
• landscape enhancements
• surface treatments
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2.2.14  Suburban Road Corridor:    4,569 lm 2.2.15 Urban Road Corridor:    364 lm

This landscape route type is applied to lengths of the GIL route that follow access roads and minor distributor roads 
within the wider suburban areas of the town. In most cases green amenity corridors already exist and the route will 
make use of existing verges and amenity grass areas to follow the road corridor. Landscape features will include 
seating and rest points, artworks and features to help create a sense of place and aid wayfi nding. Specimen and 
avenue tree planting will be implemented to supplement existing tree planting, with shrub planting added where 
necessary to provide additional screening and to integrate the route within the surrounding landscape context. Some 
areas of maintained amenity grass will be given over to a more species rich grassland helping to support pollinators 
and insects thereby increasing the biodiversity of the suburban areas.

Typical landscape features within this route type will include:
• artworks
• seating
• wayfi nding / direction signage
• boundary treatments
• specimen tree planting
• avenue tree planting
• landscape enhancements
• biodiversity enhancements

The ‘Urban Road Corridor’ landscape route type is limited to areas around the town centre where there is insuffi  cient 
space for the GIL to be a fully segregated cycleway / footpath, and is instead a 4.0m wide shared route, and where 
it is adjacent to a road carriageway. Landscape treatments will be limited by the physical nature and available space 
aff orded in these areas but will likely be limited to signage and small artworks interventions, boundary and surface 
treatments and where possible shrub or specimen tree planting.

Typical landscape features within this route type will include:
• artworks
• wayfi nding / direction signage
• boundary treatments
• specimen tree planting
• landscape enhancements
• surface treatments,   
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2.2.16  Trunk Road Corridor:    2,030 lm

The route of the GIL will follow sections of trunk road where necessary to navigate the loop through, and around the 
town. Wherever possible alongside these trunk roads, the route will consist of a segregated 3.0m cycleway and 2.5m 
footway with a 0.5m buff er at the roadside in order to provide as safe a route as possible. Similar to the ‘Urban Road 
Corridor’ landscape route type, the ‘Trunk Road Corridor’ type has limited opportunity for landscape interventions 
due to the constraints upon space within these congested infrastructure corridors. Where possible and space permits, 
opportunities to implement landscape features will be maximised. Boundary treatments will be a primary consideration, 
with signage, surface treatments and artworks included as part of the fabric of these corridors. Specimen trees and 
shrub planting will be utilised wherever possible.

Typical landscape features within this route type will include:
• artworks
• seating
• wayfi nding / direction signage
• boundary treatments
• specimen tree planting
• landscape enhancements
• surface treatments

• Suburban Road Corridor  4.55 km
• Urban Edge    3.90 km
• Greenspace    3.25 km
• Parkland     2.85 km
• Suburban Street   2.45 km
• Trunk Road Corridor  2.00 km
• Suburban Route (open)  1.50 km
• Woodland    1.20 km
• Field Edge    1.15 km
• Farm Track    1.00 km
• Urban Street    0.90 km
• Urban Road Corridor  0.35 km
• Shared Use Street   0.30 km
• Suburban Route (enclosed) 0.15 km

• Greenspace    55%    (14.85 km)
• Urban     45%   (12.15 km)

Landscape Route Types (by distance):

Landscape Route Types (by environment):
(Greenspace v Urban)
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2.3.1 Introduction 2.3.2 Artworks

2.3.3 Seating

The concept landscape proposals divided the route into diff erent landscape route types which were identifi ed based 
upon the character and physical context of the landscape through which the GIL route passes. These route types 
infl uence the design approach of the surrounding landscape and the type of landscape treatments applied within each 
route type. 

The landscape design for a scheme of this size is very complex and the variety of diff erent landscape elements that 
may be implemented are signifi cant. At concept stage, these landscape elements have been grouped into broad 
categories (referred to in this report as ‘Landscape Features’) of similar type. These categories are; 

• Artworks
• Seating
• Map Signage / Orientation 
• Information / Interpretation Signage
• Direction Signage
• Cycle Facilities
• Boundary Treatments
• Specimen Tree Planting
• Avenue Tree Planting
• Landscape Enhancements
• Biodiversity Enhancements
• Surface Treatments

The Landscape Proposals plans use these Landscape Features to illustrate the type of landscape treatments and 
elements that may be required within the various route types to give an impression of the type of works required to 
develop the Green Infi nity Loop.

The following pages provide a detailed overview of each Landscape Feature and the type of elements that could 
be considered to be included. The symbols shown beside each feature, refer to how they are represented on the 
Landscape Proposals Plans. Where these icons are shown on the various plans, the feature referenced should be 
considered as applying to the entire length of the Landscape Route Type shown.
  

Artworks, for the purposes of this study and the GIL Landscape Proposals are considered to be any physical 
intervention which is principally for aesthetic purposes, but which may also have signifi cant environmental, cultural or 
civic connections. These proposals range from minor elements such as painted iconography on the ground or signage, 
through to stand-alone sculptural elements that may have been designed by a commissioned artist. Proposed artworks 
could also include murals, panels or poetry. 

When considering the various artwork elements of the landscape route types, and the physical development of the 
route, spaces have been identifi ed in some key locations for more substantial artworks and an allowance made for one 
commissioned piece of artworks for each section of the route plus an additional piece in route section 01 to ‘bookend’ 
the town centre, (6nr in total). Additional smaller contextual artworks have also been allowed for within the general 
landscape design to be spread across the length of the GIL.

Please refer to section 5.0 Artworks Strategy of this report for further information on the development of artworks in 
association with the Green Infi nity Loop. 

Seating is proposed throughout the route and can be defi ned by its setting. Within Woodland, Farm Track, Field edge 
and Greenspace route types, the use of natural materials can be considered for seating, including robust timber seats 
and rustic style seating.  Through urban and more town centre focussed routes materials such as steel and stone can 
be considered.  Artworks and branding can be incorporated into the seating elements in the form of recurring motifs 
embossed or applied to the seat.  More unique feature seating could also be considered in the town centre setting 
combining seating and level changes, or combining with tree or shrub planting areas.

2.3 Landscape Features

2.3.4 Map Signage / Orientation

Understanding the extents of the Green Infi nity Loop and then being able to navigate safely and easily around the 
length of the route are key components to a successful scheme. Within the town centre and at the principle junctions, 
where the perimeter loop joins the central route through the town, map signage will be provided to convey the route 
options and destinations associated with the GIL. These will take the form of monolith signs with maps oriented in the 
viewing direction which clearly illustrate the route plan and the various locations which can be reached by following 
the GIL. Secondary orientation signage will take the form of smaller monoliths and convey location names.

Please refer to section 3.0 Signage Strategy of this report for further information and detail regarding the signage 
proposed in association with the Green Infi nity Loop. 
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2.3.5 Information / Interpretation Signage

Information and interpretation signs will be an essential element of the GIL. They will be used to create a connection 
and understanding between users of the route and the places through which they are passing. It will also be an 
essential part of engaging with the communities which lie on and around the route of the Green Infi nity Loop. 

The interpretive elements of the scheme will explore varied and interesting themes including the history, biodiversity 
and cultural aspects of Kilmarnock. Various methods will be employed to convey these topics including static signage, 
interactive signage / furniture and printed literature which will be underpinned by a digital platform supporting and 
providing all of the information online to be digested from home or ‘live’ on the route.

Please refer to section 4.0 Interpretation Strategy of this report for further information on the development of the 
interpretation information associated with the Green Infi nity Loop. 

2.3.6 Direction Signage

Direction signage is the secondary layer to support the mapping and orientation information supplied by the monolith 
signage. Taking the form of fi ngerpost signs, these elements will be located at all secondary junctions between 
the route of the GIL and other routes which lead to key destinations within the town. They will incorporate up to 5 
destination ‘fi ngers’ on each sign with a consistent material and colour palette to ensure legibility and consistency 
throughout the scheme.

Please refer to section 3.0 Signage Strategy of this report for further information and detail regarding the signage 
proposed in association with the Green Infi nity Loop.

2.3.7 Cycle Parking / Facilities

The Green Infi nity Loop is a 27km cycleway and footway designed to connect disparate communities of Kilmarnock 
and provide a green transportation and recreational facility that links these communities with key destinations in and 
around the town. Essential to this is the provision of cycle facilities at regular intervals and at those key destinations. 

This will take the form of cycle racks, often with shelters, where bicycles can be secured safely whilst users enjoy time in 
the town centre or at other destinations around the settlement. With the development of new greenspaces at Kennedy 
Drive, Newfarm Loch, Bellfi eld, Shortlees and Newlands Drive; there is an aspiration to provide ‘community hub’ 
areas where more involved cycle facilities can be provided, such as bicycle hire & repair stations as well as supporting 
education & training schemes.

Please refer to Ironside Farrar Ltd’s Greenspace Proposals linked to this project for further details.

2.3.8 Boundary Treatments

Given the distances involved with the route and the spaces through which the new route will pass, there will frequently 
be a need to address boundaries with existing incompatible land uses, and the need to upgrade and improve existing 
boundaries to create an aesthetic appropriate for the Green Infi nity Loop. Where the ‘boundary treatments’ feature 
icon is shown on the plans, it indicates a route type where some form of boundary treatment will be required as part of 
the landscape proposals. 

Treatments will vary considerably depending upon location but should generally be accepted to include;

• post & wire / rail fencing
• close board fencing
• decorative metal railings (to match existing)
• low walling
• hedging
• repairs to existing walls & hedges (including repainting & graffi  ti removal)
• vegetation clearance / management

2.3.9 Specimen Tree Planting

Tree planting along the route is proposed in two forms on the landscape plans; specimen trees & avenue trees. 
Specimen tree planting shall be taken to mean the planting of both individual and small groups of trees at appropriate 
locations along the length of the landscape route type indicated. All associated ancillaries for the planting of the trees, 
whether in hard or soft landscape surfaces shall be incorporated.

Species of trees will also be many and varied along the length of the route, and will be dictated by many diff erent 
factors. For the most part, native species will be used with non-native species only used where factors infl uence the 
design considerations. Location, context and surrounding species will have a bearing on the size and species selected 
but shall be between Standard and Semi-Mature sizing.
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2.3.10 Avenue Tree Planting

Avenue tree planting is used where the design seeks to enhance the route corridor through the interplay of space and 
viewing perspectives. Avenue planting can focus views along the route drawing the eye onward whilst also adding a 
sense of enclosure, shade, colour, texture and screening. Avenue planting will be typically mean tree planting to both 
sides of the route, but will also feature as single avenues to one side where appropriate. Spacing will be between 5 & 
10m depending upon species and location / context with the narrower spacing likely to be used for screening purposes 
on single sided avenues.

Unlike the specimen tree planting, there will be no requirement towards selecting native species as there are several 
non-native species that are excellent specimens for avenue planting including;

• Sorbus aucuparia
• Tilia cordata
• Betula pendula
• Acer platanoides
• Carpinus betulus Fastigiata

2.3.11 Landscape Enhancements 

This grouping covers the greatest number of landscape elements and treatments being considered under the 
landscape proposals for the GIL project. Where these icons are shown on the plans, the route types will benefi t from a 
range of landscape enhancements including, but not limited to a selection of the following;

• general landscape maintenance of surrounding environment (pruning, clearance, weeding, litter picking, etc);
• ornamental and native shrub planting;
• raised beds and planters;
• amenity grass seeding;
• bulb planting
• informal play elements / trim trail;
• route furniture (bins, edging, gates, bollards, etc where appropriate)
• creation of glades within wooded areas;
• creation of informal feature spaces;
• shelters
• viewpoints

2.3.12 Biodiversity Enhancements

This category of landscape features includes elements which are principally designed to improve the ecology and 
biodiversity of the Green Infi nity Loop. The subject of these enhancement works will be conveyed to users of the 
route through the interpretation elements as most of the interventions will not be readily apparent to the typical user. 
The range of treatments will be diverse; some will be notable, some will be hidden and in some instances completely 
untraceable. The aim of these works is to enhance the local fl ora and fauna and create landscapes for them to thrive. 
This will also require ongoing work to maintain certain elements, continue to enhance others, and to monitor the 
positive impacts the scheme has. 

Biodiversity interventions will include, but are not limited to;

• wildfl ower meadow creation & changing areas of amenity grass to species rich grassland; 
• woodland management & woodland planting;
• creation of ponds, pools and wetlands;
• native shrub planting, hedge & scrub planting;
• habitat creation including introduction of stone / log piles, bee / insect hotels;
• bat and bird boxes;
• enhancements to sustainable drainage systems;
• introduction of fruit baring plants for foraging;
• treatment & removal  of invasive non-native species;
• ecological mitigation features – mammal tunnels / fences.

Please refer to the detailed Ecological Study which has been carried out for the landscapes of the GIL, and is included 
within the package of information provided by Sweco, for further information and detail regarding the biodiversity 
enhancements proposed in association with the Green Infi nity Loop. 

2.3.13 Surface Treatments

The surface treatments grouping refers to landscape elements where a non-standard or unique surface fi nish may be 
applied to the main route of the Green Infi nity loop, or to the adjacent surfaces in order to perform a function relative 
to the landscape proposals. This may be to highlight or draw specifi c attention to an area or location; it could be used 
for wayfi nding so that it is readily apparent where the layout of the route through a diffi  cult or busy area; it could be 
used to extend the reach of the construction works in order to enhance the adjacent infrastructure to ensure successful 
integration of the GIL; or it could be used for artistic or interpretive purposes. These interventions are likely to take the 
form of resin bonded treatments, painted fi nishes, white-lining, decorative or bound gravels.
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2.4.1 Introduction

The concept landscape proposals plans are designed to be read in conjunction with the Engineering plans to give an 
overview of the various landscape treatments likely required for each of the diff erent route sections and landscape 
route types. 

The information below illustrates how the plans should be read and what information can be taken from them. The 
following pages contain an overview of the 5 diff erent route sections followed by more detailed plans showing the 
landscape route types with landscape features.

  - Areas on the plans shaded in this light green colour are new greenspaces being developed   
      by Ironside Farrar Ltd. Please see IFL’s detailed proposals for more information on these spaces. 

  - Areas on the plans shaded in this darker green colour are opportunities for extended landscape
    treatments that can be enhanced as part of the GIL proposals.

2.4 Landscape Proposals Plans How to read the Landscape Proposals Plans:

A Route section number

B Proposals plan location context plan

C GIL landscape route types

D Landscape features for each route type

E Landscape Features Legend

F Landscape Route Types Legend

G North point & Scale

H Report page number

Notes:
1. The town centre plan is shown at a larger scale in order to more 
easily convey the context and detail of this area.

2. The landscape features are shown for reference and should not 
be considered exhaustive or limited to the indicated position. The 
features will be applicable to the entire length of the landscape route 
type and may be used in multiple locations. 

G H

A B

C

ED

F
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2.5 Route Section 1

2.5.1 Route Description

For development and working purposes, the proposed route of the Green Infi nity Loop has been divided into 5 
diff erent route sections with colour coding ascribed:
• Route 1:  Pink
• Route 2: Blue
• Route 3: Green
• Route 4: Cyan
• Route 5: Yellow
The plans and budgetary workings have been divided into these route sections to make the overall scheme easier 
to digest and reference the various constituent parts. Before each section a short description of the route and 
accompanying map showing the extents of the route section (with appropriate route colour) are provided for 
reference.

Route section 1 begins to the south of the town centre at West Shaw Street where it crosses the Kilmarnock Water. 
Due to the complexities of mapping the entire route, the northern part of Route Section 3 is also included in the fi rst 
drawing where one loop is ‘closed’ and rejoins the starting point from the confl uence of the Kilmarnock Water with the 
River Irvine, up to West Shaw Street.

Route 1 continues north through Howard Park and along Waterside St, before turning into King Street and traversing 
the town centre. Beyond the northern end of the town centre, the route turns under the railway viaduct, passing the 
Old High Kirk before turning east on Union Street, and then north on High Street. Once over the Kilmarnock water, 
the route crosses the B7082 and enters the open greenspace north of Kay Park. The route winds it’s way through this 
greenspace and along the east bank of the Kilmarnock Water before crossing the watercourse at Dean Road and 
entering Dean Castle Country Park. At the northern end of Dean Castle Country Park, the route joins the minor road, 
Assloss Road, where it becomes Route Section2, and the end of Route Section 5 also joins, completing the northern 
loop of the GIL.

2.5.2 Outline Schedule of Works

A summary table of the indicative schedule of works and outline budgets cost for Route Section 1 is shown below, with 
a combined summary at the end of this chapter on page 38.

Landscape Type Length (lm) Rate Total

Country Lane 273 £76.17 £20,795.25

Woodland 293.6 £104.89 £30,797.08

Parkland 1848.4 £96.55 £178,458.68

Shared use street 20.8 £120.93 £2,515.27

Urban Street 884.1 £755.19 £667,659.52

Suburban road corridor 68.6 £102.74 £7,048.06

Urban road corridor 181.1 £90.47 £16,383.41

Trunk road corridor 384.5 £56.83 £21,849.90

Totals 3954.1 £945,507.18

Route 1 Cost Estimate
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2.6 Route Section 2

2.6.1 Route Description

Route section 2 begins at the northern end of Dean Castle Country Park, where Route Section 1 joins Assloss Road. 
Route Section 2 follows Assloss Road north east for several hundred metres before turning east and then south 
to cross the Craufurdland Water and over the adjacent farmland to the residential community and proposed new 
greenspace at Kennedy Drive. 

From there the route passes through the residential area to reach Grassyards Road, where it heads south west along 
this road corridor to reach Mackellar Place and MacNaughton Walk. Following the existing footpath and greenspace 
south, having passed by the edge of the proposed new greenspace at Newfarm Loch, the route reaches Macphail 
Drive beside the post offi  ce and local shop. 

From here, the route continues to pass through residential areas passing Piersland Park and reaching another of the 
proposed new greenspaces at Scott Ellis Playing fi elds where it crosses the River Irvine beside the Ayrshire Athletics 
Arena. A short section of the route then follows the A735 trunk road, before turning south where Route Section 2 ends, 
and Section 3 begins on Hurlford Road. 

2.6.2 Outline Schedule of Works

A summary table of the indicative schedule of works and outline budgets cost for Route Section 2 is shown below, with 
a combined summary at the end of this chapter on page 38.

Landscape Type Length (lm) Rate Total

Country Lane 351.4 £76.17 £26,767.22

Field Edge 365.7 £107.24 £39,218.08

Greenspace 1967.6 £75.95 £149,433.66

Woodland 346.9 £104.89 £36,387.97

Parkland 284.5 £96.55 £27,467.81

Urban edge 236.2 £65.97 £15,581.39

Suburban route (Open) 621.1 £54.21 £33,670.24

Suburban route (Enclosed) 148.0 £112.62 £16,668.00

Suburban Street 935.1 £106.81 £99,877.64

Suburban road corridor 780.9 £102.74 £80,230.78

Trunk road corridor 437.6 £56.83 £24,867.41

Totals 6475.0 £550,170.19

Route 2 Cost Estimate
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2.7 Route Section 3

2.7.1 Route Description

Route section 3 begins as the route crosses Hurlford Road and enters into the Bellfi eld Estate, and the location of 
another proposed new greenspace. The route passes through this greenspace before following a track to the rear of 
properties at Doon Place and Esk Place adjacent to the A77 and entering the residential street at Whatriggs Road. The 
proposed route now follows some residential streets round to Grampian Road, where an extended verge on the edge 
of the settlement accommodates the route as it heads south to meet with the minor road, Treeswoodhead Road. 

Following Treeswoodhead Road north west for a short stretch, the route then turns south into the open fi elds to the 
east of the properties lining Bridgehousehill Road, and continues through a new greenspace corridor all the way to the 
southern extents of the town and the route, at Craigie Road. To the west of Craigie Road, the route continues in open 
grassland into the proposed new greenspace at Shortlees and on to Caprington Avenue before crossing Ayr Road.

To the west of Ayr Road, the route enters a woodland corridor through Caprington Golf Club, and on to reach a bridge 
over the River Irvine once again. Following the country lane north, the proposed route reaches an underpass beneath 
the A71 and the southern junction off ering a route choice. To the east, the central route leads back to Route Section 1 
and the town centre, whilst to the north, beneath the underpass, Route Section 4 begins.

2.7.2 Outline Schedule of Works

A summary table of the indicative schedule of works and outline budgets cost for Route Section 3 is shown below, with 
a combined summary at the end of this chapter on page 38.

Landscape Type Length (lm) Rate Total

Country Lane 521.1 £76.17 £39,693.79

Farm Track 1017.7 £56.65 £57,648.37

Field Edge 71.1 £107.24 £7,624.84

Greenspace 462.6 £75.95 £35,133.16

Woodland 87.6 £104.89 £9,187.73

Urban edge 3062.5 £65.97 £202,023.68

Suburban route (Open) 110.8 £54.21 £6,007.08

Suburban Street 631.9 £106.81 £67,491.91

Shared use street 200.2 £120.93 £24,204.61

Suburban road corridor 278.7 £102.74 £28,634.04

Totals 6444.16 £477,649.21

Route 3 Cost Estimate
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2.8 Route Section 4

2.8.1 Route Description

Route section 4 begins as the route passes under the A71 before turning west through some open greenspace behind 
the properties at South Gargieston Drive. At the end of this greenspace, options are limited to navigate a route 
through the residential areas and therefore several quite streets are utilised to reach Dundonald Road, and onward 
onto Mount Village minor road. Once over the railway the route turns east following an existing link path to reach 
Laburnum road. The extended verge to the west of this residential road, which changes in name from Laburnum Road, 
to Cherry Road, and then Cedar Road, provides a pleasant open space corridor for the route to follow.

To the north end of Cedar Road, the route navigates through a small collection of mature specimen trees and round 
the old sandstone walls of a walled garden at the southeastern corner of Annanhill Park. The park is another of the 
greenspaces for which Ironside Farrar are developing detailed proposals and the route meanders through the park 
to reach Irvine road at the northwest corner of the park. After crossing Irvine Road the route makes its way through 
another residential area before reaching the line of the former Bonnyton Road, following this east for a short stretch 
before turning north adjacent to open fi elds on the edge of the settlement to reach National Cycle Route 73. The route 
follows NCR 73 east until reaching the B7064 Western Road and the end of Section 4.

2.8.2 Outline Schedule of Works

A summary table of the indicative schedule of works and outline budgets cost for Route Section 4 is shown below, with 
a combined summary at the end of this chapter on page 38.

Landscape Type Length (lm) Rate Total

Country Lane 236.5 £76.17 £18,017.22

Field Edge 495.5 £107.24 £53,140.12

Woodland 479.5 £104.89 £50,297.01

Parkland 697.8 £96.55 £67,370.95

Urban edge 187.0 £65.97 £12,335.81

Suburban route (Open) 789.2 £54.21 £42,784.13

Suburban Street 693.2 £106.81 £74,038.27

Suburban road corridor 582.6 £102.74 £59,857.16

Urban road corridor 182.1 £90.47 £16,473.88

Trunk road corridor 259.5 £56.83 £14,748.83

Totals 4602.99 £409,063.37

Route 4 Cost Estimate
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2.9 Route Section 5

2.9.1 Route Description

Route section 5 begins at the junction of B7064 Western Road and NCR 73 and follows John Walker Drive to the north. 
Following this residential distributor road, the route is confi ned to the narrow greenspace of the road corridor for 
approximately 1.25km until reaching the A735, Kilmaurs Road where the route turns south east to follow Kilmaurs road 
before quickly crossing and heading into the residential area and greenspace at Newlands Drive.

The route is now in the fi nal of the proposed new greenspaces at Newlands Drive where it meanders along existing 
footpaths around the perimeter of the settlement, passing Bringan Road and Onthank Primary School. The route 
continues to follow the outer edges of the settlement around Eday Crescent before returning to meet the small 
roundabout at the western end of Southcraig Drive.

The route once again follows the greenspace corridor alongside Southcraig Drive for 1.25km until reaching Glasgow 
Road at the eastern end. The route now turns south following Glasgow Road until the junction with the minor road, 
Assloss Road is reached, where the route returns to the junction at Dean Castle Country Park and Route sections 1 & 2, 
completing the northern part of the Green Infi nity Loop.

2.9.2 Outline Schedule of Works

A summary table of the indicative schedule of works and outline budgets cost for Route Section 5 is shown below, with 
a combined summary at the end of this chapter on page 38.

Landscape Type Length (lm) Rate Total

Field Edge 216.2 £107.24 £23,185.53

Greenspace 825.4 £75.95 £62,686.80

Urban edge 395.1 £65.97 £26,063.53

Suburban Street 199.1 £106.81 £21,265.79

Shared use street 110.2 £120.93 £13,326.08

Suburban road corridor 2858.2 £102.74 £293,655.56

Trunk road corridor 948.0 £56.83 £53,871.80

Totals 5552.2 £494,055.08

Route 5 Cost Estimate
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2.10 Cost Summary

2.10.1 Cost Summary Overview

The various cost estimates as detailed at the beginning of each route section are 
gathered below. To the right hand side of the page is a summary of the rates used 
for each route type which have been generated based upon the landscape route 
types and features contained there in. These are then used to generate the cost 
estimates below. 

The subtotal for the concept stage landscape scheme is £2,876,445.04

Landscape Type Length (lm) Rate Total

Field Edge 216.2 £107.24 £23,185.53

Greenspace 825.4 £75.95 £62,686.80

Urban edge 395.1 £65.97 £26,063.53

Suburban Street 199.1 £106.81 £21,265.79

Shared use street 110.2 £120.93 £13,326.08

Suburban road corridor 2858.2 £102.74 £293,655.56

Trunk road corridor 948.0 £56.83 £53,871.80

Totals 5552.2 £494,055.08

Route 5 Cost Estimate

Landscape Type Length (lm) Rate Total

Country Lane 236.5 £76.17 £18,017.22

Field Edge 495.5 £107.24 £53,140.12

Woodland 479.5 £104.89 £50,297.01

Parkland 697.8 £96.55 £67,370.95

Urban edge 187.0 £65.97 £12,335.81

Suburban route (Open) 789.2 £54.21 £42,784.13

Suburban Street 693.2 £106.81 £74,038.27

Suburban road corridor 582.6 £102.74 £59,857.16

Urban road corridor 182.1 £90.47 £16,473.88

Trunk road corridor 259.5 £56.83 £14,748.83

Totals 4602.99 £409,063.37

Route 4 Cost Estimate

Landscape Type Rate

Country Lane £76.17

Farm Track £56.65

Field Edge £107.24

Greenspace £75.95

Woodland £104.89

Parkland £96.55

Urban edge £65.97

Suburban route (Open) £54.21

Suburban route (Enclosed) £112.62

Suburban Street £106.81

Shared use street £120.93

Urban Street £755.19

Suburban road corridor £102.74

Urban road corridor £90.47

Trunk road corridor £56.83

Route Rates

Routes Total

Route 1 £945,507.18

Route 2 £550,170.19

Route 3 £477,649.21

Route 4 £409,063.37

Route 5 £494,055.08

Routes subtotal £2,876,445.04

Totals

Landscape Type Length (lm) Rate Total

Country Lane 521.1 £76.17 £39,693.79

Farm Track 1017.7 £56.65 £57,648.37

Field Edge 71.1 £107.24 £7,624.84

Greenspace 462.6 £75.95 £35,133.16

Woodland 87.6 £104.89 £9,187.73

Urban edge 3062.5 £65.97 £202,023.68

Suburban route (Open) 110.8 £54.21 £6,007.08

Suburban Street 631.9 £106.81 £67,491.91

Shared use street 200.2 £120.93 £24,204.61

Suburban road corridor 278.7 £102.74 £28,634.04

Totals 6444.16 £477,649.21

Route 3 Cost Estimate

Landscape Type Length (lm) Rate Total

Country Lane 351.4 £76.17 £26,767.22

Field Edge 365.7 £107.24 £39,218.08

Greenspace 1967.6 £75.95 £149,433.66

Woodland 346.9 £104.89 £36,387.97

Parkland 284.5 £96.55 £27,467.81

Urban edge 236.2 £65.97 £15,581.39

Suburban route (Open) 621.1 £54.21 £33,670.24

Suburban route (Enclosed) 148.0 £112.62 £16,668.00

Suburban Street 935.1 £106.81 £99,877.64

Suburban road corridor 780.9 £102.74 £80,230.78

Trunk road corridor 437.6 £56.83 £24,867.41

Totals 6475.0 £550,170.19

Route 2 Cost Estimate

Landscape Type Length (lm) Rate Total

Country Lane 273 £76.17 £20,795.25

Woodland 293.6 £104.89 £30,797.08

Parkland 1848.4 £96.55 £178,458.68

Shared use street 20.8 £120.93 £2,515.27

Urban Street 884.1 £755.19 £667,659.52

Suburban road corridor 68.6 £102.74 £7,048.06

Urban road corridor 181.1 £90.47 £16,383.41

Trunk road corridor 384.5 £56.83 £21,849.90

Totals 3954.1 £945,507.18

Route 1 Cost Estimate
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3.0 Signage Strategy
3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Strategy Overview:

3.1.2 Route Survey & Analysis:

The Signage Strategy for the Green infi nity Loop (GIL) seeks to ensure that users can easily understand the purpose, 
scope and extents of the route and then be able to safely navigate to and from a chosen destination. In order for this 
to be possible, the signage strategy needs to be robust, logical, adaptable and cohesive. This will be achieved through 
a set of key principles for the signage;

• easily identifi able; from a distance and at all route choice / navigation nodes
• legible; with a clear delivery of message / information
• consistent; colour, material, brand

This chapter sets out the strategic layout and location of signs, the sign type hierarchy, as well as guidance on the use 
of colour, branding and materials, all of which require a consistency of approach in order to ensure the key principles 
of the signage strategy are delivered to create a coherent sustainable transport route for the people of Kilmarnock.

At the outset of the project the proposed route of the GIL was traversed on foot by multiple members of the 
landscape, engineering and ecology teams to assess the route with consideration from each of their respective areas of 
expertise. These surveys and their collective information were analysed to determine where the route could, or should 
be amended to maximise the potential of the project. 

As part of the landscape survey & analysis, signage and wayfi nding were a critical component of the considerations 
and this knowledge and understanding was fed into the existing roads signage audit information provided as part of 
the background study information. The outputs from this supplemented audit can be found in section 3.2 and in the 
appendices.

The next layer of information researched and applied to the analysis focused upon the various destinations within 
Kilmarnock and their appropriateness for inclusion as a destination to be reached from the GIL. 

Finally, the various route choices and decision nodes that are present on the route were mapped and analysed in 
order to determine the appropriate locations for directional signage in order to ensure ease of following the GIL whilst 
making destinations easy to reach.

3nr Sign Types
• Information
• Directional
• Wayfi nding

• Monolith Signs
 • Principal Monolith (town centre: maps & core route info)
 • Secondary Monolith (peripheral location with maps)
 • Destination Signs (place names denoting arrival)

• Fingerpost Signs
 • Consistent standard sign (all locations)
 • Max. of 5nr destinations per sign (clear message)

• Route Identifi cation
 • Marker discs (consistent appearance, colour & brand)
 • Surface treatments (well defi ned, legible route)

Signage Hierarchy:

Information Signs:

Direction Signs:

Wayfi nding:
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3.2 Signage Audit

3.2.1 Desktop Analysis:

3.2.2 Site Survey:

3.2.3 Audit Overview:

The signage audit received from Ayrshire Roads Alliance comprised of an inventory of cycle route signage and 
marking. The information highlighted the location, type and condition of the mandatory cycleway and cycleway 
directional signs throughout Kilmarnock. This information was reviewed in the context of the Signage and Artworks 
Audit helping in an understanding of the current level of signage.

Sweco have completed a review of all remaining Signage and Artworks, excluding mandatory road signs. A detailed 
Google Streetview analysis of all Signage and Artworks was undertaken using Autocad in combination with Streetview 
to ensure a full coverage of Kilmarnock town and the wider road network, the date of the image capture throughout 
Kilmarnock is September 2020 and therefore provides a good overview of the current extent of signage and artwork 
throughout the town and the wider Kilmarnock area. The total extent of desktop study completed in this way covered 
an area of over 1740 hectares.

The Sweco GIS resource that was created as part of the analysis process also provided a source of information.  
Combined photo surveys from 4 separate Sweco disciplines were accessed to further assess and confi rm desktop audit 
fi ndings.

A detailed site walkover survey was completed in January 2021. Existing Signage and Artworks were reviewed along the 
length of the proposed Green Infi nity Loop, in addition areas not covered within the desktop survey were explored on 
site. Photographs were taken during this survey and information logged into the GIS resource.  

Signage and Artworks were reviewed for their content and condition and their location plotted. In the preparation of 
the audit tables, research was completed on certain features, most notably the artworks, to provide further detail on 
the artwork names and information on the artists. 

The features identifi ed on site were split into a series of categories identifi ed in the feature classifi cation shown 
opposite. Plans showing the type and location of features are included on the following pages. The full table of 
features with condition categories attributed and supporting images is included as Appendix A of this document.

The audit identifi ed a variety of features and signs, but observed a lack of continuity across the town as a whole. The 
number of features is also quite limited considering the size of the study area. Within the town centre way markers and 
art have been used to create identity however there remains a confl ict in style. At Bank Street for example stand alone 
way markers have been installed at each end of the street which although help to create some individual identity, they 
do not link into the wider town centre.  

The Shona Kinloch Artworks within the town centre help to provide some identity and character, however outside of 
the town centre very little artwork exists and the audit reveals a need for wider linkages. One of the most consistent 
features within the town centre is the green map board sign; although prominent it does not contain any recognisable 
links to other signage and is too detailed for quick reference.

The following feature classifi cations have been used on the signage audit plans which should be read in conjunction 
with the main audit tables found in Appendix A showing the sign detail with an overal condition rating attributed.

Feature Classifi cations 

Reference Description

W Waymarker post or sign

A Artwork

I Interpretation point

M Map board

Z Area zone sign

D Direction signs (not including road signs)

T Brown tourist signs

3.2.4 Signage Audit Plans:
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3.3 Destinations

3.3.1 Identifi cation:

Once the various route options which were developed as part of the initial survey and analysis stage were agreed and 
the fi nal route alignment fi xed, the diff erent locations and destinations along the GIL and those destinations within 
reasonable reach of the route were identifi ed. This involved sifting and considering destinations from a number of 
diff erent categories including;

• Education facilities (Primary / Secondary / Tertiary)
• Leisure centres
• Places of interest
• Key regeneration sites 
• Transport hubs
• Medical facilities
• Parks & Recreation areas
• The Town Centre

Far more destinations were identifi ed than could be conveyed on the signage appropriate for the GIL without the 
signs becoming cluttered and all too frequent along the route. The methodology applied has attempted to distil these 
destinations down to provide direction signage to those considered to be of principal importance from any given area 
of the route. 

Further consideration of destinations sifted out at this stage should be given at detailed design stage, where full 
journey signage and wayfi nding to destinations should be considered during consultation with other key stakeholders 
to ensure that the destinations signposted from the GIL are reachable by way of complimentary wayfi nding.

Landscape  

• Dean Castle Country Park 
• Howard Park
• Kay Park
• Annanhill Park
• Shortlees
• Bellfi eld Estate

Community

• Town Centre 
• Kilmarnock FC Rugby Park 
• Schools 
• The Halo Campus
• Ayrshire College

Heritage & Culture  

• St Andrew’s Cemetery
• Old Kirk
• Dick Institute
• Palace Theatre
• Dean Castle
• Centrestage Village

Wellbeing  

• Galleon Centre    
• Ayrshire Athletics Arena
• Crosshouse Hospital

Regeneration   

• Town Centre 
• Glencairn Retail Park 
• The Bonded Warehouse
• Civic Centre South
• Ingram Centre
• Rowallan Business Hub

Travel

• Green Infi nity Loop 
• Bus Station
• Train Station
• NCR 73

3.3.2 Classifi cation:

Consideration has been given to the classifi cation of the various destinations according to the established categories 
being developed and promoted by East Ayrshire Council. The lists opposite identify each of the selected destinations 
signposted from the GIL according to their classifi cation.

The six categories have been chosen to encompass all destinations, attractions, activities and events in Kilmarnock:

• Landscape  
• Wellbeing  
• Community  
• Regeneration  
• Heritage & Culture 
• Travel   

Each of these themes have been prescribed a colour to ensure consistency across various platforms and to help create 
a sense of identity for each category so that relevant information is easily identifi ed and understood.

The image right, is an extract from the branding strategy showing how these colours could be integrated into the GIL 
logo. One option for the signage strategy is to identify the various locations by assigning the logo with the appropriate 
colour markers to each fi nger post indicator, thereby giving an additional layer of information to users that is legible 
yet subtle and uncluttered.

Wellbeing

Regeneration

Travel

Landscape

Community

Heritage & Culture
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3.3.3 Signage Schedule:

The below signage schedule sets out each of the signs proposed for the conceptual design proposals of the GIL. 
Information signs are shown in the fi rst table, with the direction signs in the second table. The sign code can be 
used to check the location of the sign on the Signage Plans on the following pages. Core information and up to 5nr 
fi ngerpost destinations are shown in the tables for reference.

Type Code
Principal Monolith M101

Principal Monolith M102

Secondary Monolith M103

Arrival Totem M201

Arrival Totem M202

Arrival Totem M203

Arrival Totem M204

Arrival Totem M205

Arrival Totem M301

Arrival Totem M302

Arrival Totem M303

Arrival Totem M304

Secondary Monolith M305

Arrival Totem M501

Arrival Totem M502

Type Code Fingerpost arm 1 Fingerpost arm 2 Fingerpost arm 3 Fingerpost arm 4 Fingerpost arm 5
Directional FP101 Green Infi nity Loop Town Centre Kilmarnock FC Rugby Park Glencairn Retail Park

Directional FP102 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Town Centre Retail Park St Andrew's Cemetery

Directional FP103 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Town Centre Galleon Centre

Directional FP104 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Howard Park Galleon Centre

Directional FP105 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Galleon Centre St Andrews Cemetery

Directional FP106 The Bonded Warehouse Civic Centre South Ingram Centre Bus Station Train Station

Directional FP107 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) The Halo Campus Ayrshire College Train Station

Directional FP108 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Old Kirk Town Centre Train Station

Directional FP109 Green Infi nity Loop Town Centre Dick Institute Palace Theatre Dean Castle Country Park

Directional FP110 Town Centre Kay Park Dean Castle Country Park St Joseph's Academy St Andrews Primary

Directional FP111 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Dean Castle Town Centre

Directional FP112 Green Infi nity Loop Dean Castle Town Centre

Directional FP113 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Dean Castle Town Centre

Directional FP201 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Dean Castle Country Park

Directional FP202 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) St Joseph's Academy St Andrews Primary James Hamilton Academy

Directional FP203 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Town Centre Dick Institute Centrestage Village

Directional FP204 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Town Centre Ayrshire Athletics Arena

Directional FP205 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Ayrshire Athletics Arena Kirkstyle Primary Bellfi eld Estate

Directional FP301 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Bellfi eld Primary Whatriggs Primary

Directional FP302 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South)

Directional FP303 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South)

Directional FP304 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Shortlees Primary Shortlees

Directional FP305 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Gatehead

Directional FP306 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Town Centre Riverside Walk

Directional FP401 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Kilmarnock FC Rugby Park Gargieston Primary

Directional FP402 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Grange Campus Annanhill Primary Annanhill Park

Directional FP403 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Town Centre Crosshouse Hospital

Directional FP404 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) NCR 73

Directional FP405 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) NCR 73

Directional FP501 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Hillhead Primary

Directional FP503 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Town Centre

Directional FP504 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Dean Castle Country Park Rowallan Business Hub

Directional FP505 Green Infi nity Loop (North) Green Infi nity Loop (South) Dean Castle Country Park
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3.4 Information Signs

3.4.1 Monolith Signage:

3.4.2 Appearance:

The proposed monolith signage for the Green Infi nity Loop utilises a modular signage system from Signbox. Their 
‘Chameleon’ range off ers the greatest fl exibility in not only unit size, but also material and colour fi nishes.

Signbox describe the Chameleon system thus;

It is this fl exibility of unit size and combination of features as well as material fi nishes that make this sign type an 
appropriate choice for use on the GIL. The system also off ers suffi  cient fl exibility that the sign type can be used 
elsewhere within the town on supporting projects to ensure a level of continuity that is otherwise missing, and very 
diffi  cult to achieve.

The proposed monolith signage should have consistency of brand, colour and font, with clarity of message and a 
simplifi ed style to convey information clearly and eff ectively. This consistency should also translate onto the directional 
signage (see section 3.4).

Consistency:
• Signage across the scheme will need to have consistency in order that it is easily recognisable and identifi able  
 from some distance.
• Material choice will be key, with colour and fi nish appropriate to all environments considered.
• Branding of the project will be carried on all elements in either full or simplifi ed form.

Clarity:
• Font choice is critical to conveying information clearly and easily.
• Maps and graphics should be stylised and simplifi ed as much as possible in order to be easily understood by  
 all age-ranges.
• Hierarchy of information must be enforced to avoid attempting to convey too much information and creating  
 illegible clutter on the signage.
• Consideration given to colour choice for Gaelic text.

Colour:
• Colour will be considered and critical for diff erent functions.
• The base colour of the signage will aid easy identifi cation and enforce consistency throughout the project.
• Colour as an identifi er of landmarks or destinations will be considered. 
• Symbol shape, pattern and form may also work in tandem with colour saturation to aid those that are colour   
 blind.

3.4.3 Principal Monolith:

Three sizes of monolith sign are proposed for use across the length of the GIL route. The largest of these is the 
‘Principal Monolith’. This will be used in the town centre where the greatest volume of information needs to be 
displayed and clearly communicated to users of both the route, and visitors to the town centre. These signs can be up 
to 4m high, although an appropriate height shall be determined at detailed design in order to eff ectively convey the 
volume of information required.
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Principal Monolith: 
Height up to 4m if required

Secondary Monolith: 
Height restricted to 2m

Arrival Monolith: 
1.5m height with simple destination 
name & brand identity

3.4.4 Secondary Monolith:

3.4.5 Arrival Monolith:

The second size of monolith sign will be limited to 2m height and is to be utilised as a map and orientation point 
where the central route corridor intersects with the wider northern and southern loops of the GIL. At these locations, 
users will be able to determine route choice according to destination and discover more information about the loop 
options.

These signs could again be double sided if required. This would allow for the map to be oriented in the direction the 
user is facing, however, at each intersection users may arrive form one of three directions. It would also likely entail 
duplication of information. It is therefore proposed at this stage that these signs should have a map on only one side 
with a north orientation to be legible for users arriving from any direction. The reverse side could be used to convey 
additional destination or interpretation information as appropriate to location.

Content:
• Side 1: Map of Kilmarnock showing route of GIL, wider cycle network connections and relevant destinations in
 the wider town and beyond.
• Side 2: Interpretation or detailed destination information as appropriate.
• All destinations to be keyed to a destinations list. Letters/numbers and colour coding may be
 used to facilitate understanding and easy reference.
• Map will be oriented to north
• ‘You are here’ locator tag and clear scale with distance and average travel time indicator included.
• All information to be dual language in accordance with EAC’s Gaelic Language Plan.
• Signs to match the material fi nish and colour of the principal monolith signs. These signs will not be   
 illuminated.

The fi nal size of monolith sign is the destination, or ‘arrival’ monoliths. These will principally be used at the new 
greenspace locations, or at existing parks with one, or two signs forming a gateway feature as appropriate. These signs 
will have the same material fi nish and colour as the other monolith signs but will convey only the location name and 
GIL logo as a standard approach. There is however the option of using the reverse side of all arrival monolith signs for 
either a detailed plan of the greenspace, or a wider map of the entire GIL. This should be explored at detailed design 
stage.

These signs will be double sided with town centre relevant information on one side, and the wider Green Infi nity Loop 
information conveyed on the opposite side. 

Content:
• Side 1: Map of town centre at an appropriate scale to convey all required information and key locations within 
 the town centre and immediate environs highlighted on map.
• Side 2: Map of Kilmarnock showing route of GIL, wider cycle network connections and relevant destinations in
 the wider town and beyond.
• On both maps: all destinations to be keyed to a destinations list. Letters/numbers and colour coding may be
 used to facilitate understanding and easy reference.
• Map will be oriented to same direction as the viewer is facing rather than to a north point to aid orientation
 and navigation.
• ‘You are here’ locator tag and clear scale with distance and average travel time indicator included.
• All information to be dual language in accordance with EAC’s Gaelic Language Plan.
• Signs to be robust, modern, elegant and internally illuminated.
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3.5 Directional Signs

3.5.1 Fingerpost Signage:

3.5.1 Appearance:

The proposed fi ngerpost signage for the Green Infi nity Loop utilises a sister product to the monolith sign from 
Signbox called the ‘Octopus’, so called for the 8nr fi xing orientations available for each fi nger. Like the ‘Chameleon’ 
range, the ‘Octopus’ off ers essential fl exibility from the 8 fi xing positions and 5nr stackable fi nger collars. Constructed 
from robust aluminium this fi ngerpost sign will match the aesthetic of the monolith signs and be able to withstand the 
external environment of Kilmarnock.

Signbox describe the Octopus system thus;

The ability to fi nish the fi ngerposts in any RAL colour allows continuity of base colour with the monolith signage for 
ease of identifi cation at a distance.

The proposed directional signage will contain a maximum of 5nr directional ‘fi ngers’ which will be consistent  
throughout the project to aid principal wayfi nding towards destinations out with the Green Infi nity Loop as well as 
enabling route following at major nodal points along the route.

Consistency:
• As with the monolith signs, consistency of product, material fi nish and colour choice is critical.
• A modern ‘clean’ aesthetic is proposed to simplify the appearance of the product and to diff erentiate from 
 existing ‘heritage’ style products currently in use.
• Fingerpost arms will be coloured to match the base colour of the monolith signage.
• The main post is proposed to be left as a contemporary brushed aluminium fi nish. 

Clarity:
• Font choice should be consistent with the monolith signage.
• Clean sans-serif fonts should be used to aid reading from distance and consideration should be given to the 
 same font as used on the GIL Logo as per the branding strategy.
• Consideration given to colour choice for Gaelic text.

Colour:
• Use of colour on the GIL logo should be considered to aid wayfi nding.
• Symbol choice; size, colour, texture, should be explored for clarity and consistency
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3.6 Wayfi nding

3.6.1 Wayfi nding Strategy:

3.6.2 Marker Discs:

3.6.3 Surface Treatments:

3.6.4 Support Media:

Wayfi nding is the fi nal layer considered as part of the signage strategy. It would be all too easy to litter the length 
of the route with fi ngerpost signs to indicate the route of the GIL through residential streets and greenspace path 
networks. This however leads to not only an infl ated capital cost when creating the route, through the unnecessary 
purchase and installation of fi ngerpost signs, but it also leads to a cluttered route and ultimately counter-productive 
signage strategy.

Fingerpost signs are therefore only used at directional nodes, where choices of route exist for users, either along 
diff erent parts of the GIL, or to destinations remote from the route. In all other locations, where the route changes 
direction along diff erent streets, roads, or paths, wayfi nding interventions will be used to ensure the route is easy to 
follow without having to unnecessarily slow the users journey, or leave them confused and looking for any indication of 
the correct direction.

The most common, and simplest form of waymarking after formal signage is the use of marker discs. Usually between 
75-150mm in diameter, these small circular signs can be affi  xed to lamp posts, existing signage columns, walls, bollards 
and a host of other furniture. Their discreet size and fl exibility allow them to be used without being too obtrusive. They 
do require users to seek them out and are not always obvious from a distance. This can slow journey times in some 
instances, but they remain an invaluable and reliable resource for maintaining wayfi nding across the route.

The disc will maintain continuity with the signage and retain the same base colour whilst carrying the simplifi ed logo 
and ‘Infi nity Loop’ text.

Surface treatments off er an eff ective alternative to waymarking discs, and when 
used appropriately, can be easily recognised from a distance, helping to maintain 
safe riding speeds and journey times. 

A painted surface (edge, panel or full width) or resin bonded gravel or other form 
of material fi nish is applied in advance of the route deviation where users may take a wrong turn and is continued 
through the junction, ending some distance beyond so that the application works for users in both directions. In 
locations where existing street furniture is not present to affi  x marker discs, this treatment can be used. 

It is intended that the GIL will be supported by a range of media to provide an additional layer of benefi t for users 
and the wider community engaged by the GIL project. This media support will not only support wayfi nding, but also 
interpretation, engagement and recreation, and will be provided in two forms; digital & print. 

The supporting digital platform will convey all of the information provided on the scheme signage as well as route 
maps and activity routes to either download and print, or use whilst on the route. Detailed design stage will determine 
if a stand-alone app will be required to provide real-time mapping and whether supporting activity information can be 
integrated, or whether dedicated fi les should be provided to utilise the various proprietary fi tness and tracking apps.

All media provided in digital format will also be available in hardcopy format from local information points and 
selected points along the route (cycle / community hubs within proposed new greenspaces). Detailed design stage 
shall also determine what material will be required to ensure all information is inclusive (large print, braille etc).

Dual Language Signage:

Gaelic is an integral part of 
Scotland’s heritage, national 
identity and cultural life and as 
such all GIL signage will provide 
information in both English & 
Gaelic in accordance with the 
standards set out in East Ayrshire 
Council’s Gaelic Language Plan 
2019-2023 under section 3 of the 
Gaelic Language (Scotland) Act 
2005.

Branding:

Each fi ngerpost ‘arm’ will carry the minimalist for of the GIL logo. 
This will signal to users of the route that they are following the 
correct route and that the information is intended for their use. As 
noted in section 3.3.2 these logos could carry diff erent colours to 
additionally signify the theme of destination. Further development 
at detailed design will be required in order to ensure there is a 
cohesive strategy in all parts of the town to ensure this additional 
layer of information is required and has tangible meaning.
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3.7 Signage Budget

3.7.1 Cost Estimate:

The number and type of signs outlined in the above chapter have been collated according to the signage schedule 
to develop an outline cost estimate for the conceptual stage of the Signage Strategy. Added to this, the number 
of waymarking interventions have been mapped based on the proposed route layout. For these waymarking 
interventions, a sum developed as an overall average based on a 70/30% split between marker discs and surface 
treatments for each intervention has been attributed to the total number.

Allowances over the unit cost of the signage have been made for location, construction, handling, maintenance and all 
ancillaries to develop the overall budget cost.

It is recommended that these costs are tested at the next stage as the detailed scheme design develops.

Signage No. Rate Total
Principal Monolith 2 £7,800.00 £15,600.00

Secondary Monolith 2 £4,750.00 £9,500.00

Arrival Totem 11 £2,780.00 £30,580.00

Directional Signs 33 £2,750.00 £90,750.00

Wayfi nding 60 £975.00 £58,500.00

Sum £204,930.00

44% £90,169.00

Total £295,099.00
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4.0 Interpretation Strategy

Landscape Heritage and Culture Wellbeing

Green Infi nity Loop interpretation will focus on the themes of Landscape, Heritage and Culture and Wellbeing. These 
themes have been further expanded into the following topics. 

A schedule of the information recorded during the interpretation analysis exercise is available within Appendix B

• Biodiversity and natural habitats
• Green Space

• Industry and Innovation
• Johnnie Walker
• Robert Burns 
• Transportation
• Built environment

• Mindfulness
• Exercise

4.1 Introduction

When viewed through the lens of interpretation, a walk through the countryside, town or suburb takes on a whole new 
dimension. Through interpretation, visitors and local communities have the opportunity to create relationships, collect 
memories, form identities and develop values.

4.1.1 Interpretation is about...

4.1.2 The benefi ts of interpretation

4.1.3 Interpretation in action

4.1.4 Interpretation themes and topics

• Story telling - eff ective interpretation creates a narrative around signifi cant people, places and events that have 
shaped the world we experience today. 

• Sense of place – interpretation engenders a sense of place through the creation of understandable, relatable and 
personal connections. 

• Provoking interest – interpretation has the potential to fi re imaginations, challenge perceptions, allow new ideas to 
take root, give space for refl ection and to inspire further research and learning. 

• Accessibility - interpretation should be accessible to a wide range of ages and abilities. 
• Interesting - interpretation should be highlight relevant, inspiring and captivating information.  
• Clear - clarity of purpose is important in getting information across to the audience.
In addition to this, visitors to an area will have diff erent interpretation needs and requirements compared to local 
communities. Good interpretation takes this into account and allows for dynamic solutions that can be updated to 
highlight local events and respond to changing information and priorities. The growing area of digital interpretation 
has a lot of potential to meet these requirements and has therefore been a key element in the development of this 
interpretation strategy.

Interpretation facilitates the building of strong and lasting connections between communities and local environments. 
Connections between people and place foster a sense of belonging and understanding. For example, eff ective habitat 
and wildlife communication can help to encourage respect for the environment and positive participation in the care 
and management of ecologically important places.

Interpretation can take various forms, from static lecterns with pictures and text through to interactive play and live 
events. There is no “one-size fi ts all”. Successful interpretation will be informed by people, places and events and will 
respond to the current needs and preferences of visitors and communities alike. There are however basic elements to 
all forms of interpretation which should be considered:
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Woodlands, some of which are Ancient Woodland Inventory areas, are present within Dean Castle Country Park, 
Bellfi eld, Caprington Golf Course, and Annahill Golf Course. Potential interpretation includes:  

The route crosses the Fenwick Water, Craufurdland Water, Kilmarnock Water and the River Irvine. These fast-fl owing 
and wide watercourses with diverse managed bankside habitats provide places for otters to rest, forage and commute. 
Interpretation opportunities include:

Areas of parkland with native wildfl owers support an array of wildlife including birds, mammals and insects. These 
habitats can be further enhanced for biodiversity through the inclusion of bird boxes, bat boxes and insect hotels. 
Interpretation would highlight: 

• Tree identifi cation - birch, oak and scots pine
• Ancient trees - key events in history highlighted trees would have likely been alive during 
• Woodland creatures - animals found in woodland habitats and how to spot their prints

• Otters - habitats and status as a protected species
• Fish - migration through Scottish waterways
• Birds - species of bird likely to be found in and around Kilmarnock’s waterways 
• Regeneration - improving river health

• Plants - grass and fl ower species 
• Food chain - role of meadows
• Meadow creatures - bird and insect identifi cation

Woodlands

Rivers

Wildfl owers

4.2.1 Biodiversity and Natural Habitats

4.2.2 Green spaces

4.2 Landscape

The landscape in and around Kilmarnock includes a number of important habitats . An ecological survey of the 
proposed Green Infi nity Loop identifi ed wood-pasture & parkland, lowland mixed deciduous woodland, native pine 
woodland, pond and river habitats. These habitats support species included within the Scottish Biodiversity List - a 
list of animals, plants and habitats that Scottish Ministers consider to be of principal importance for biodiversity 
conservation in Scotland. Suitable habitat exists for brown hare (Lepus europaeus), pipistrelle bat (Pipistrellus 
pipistrellus), song thrush (Turdus philomelos), water vole (Arvicola amphibius) and otter (Lutra lutra).

Green spaces are important to local communities. They provide spaces for exercise and recreation and opportunities to 
engage with nature. Along the Green Infi nity Loop they will also provide rest and meeting points. Interpretation within 
green spaces could include:
• Learning opportunities - information about green space wildlife 
• Exercise - stretches, warm-ups and routines to try out along the Green Infi nity Loop
• Mindfulness - relieving stress through connecting with nature

Biodiversity and natural habitats provide a number of interpretation opportunities. A selection are provided below.
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4.3.1 Industry and Innovation

4.4.1 Mindfulness

4.4.2 Exercise 

4.3.2 Johnnie Walker

4.3.3 Robert Burns

4.3.4 Transportation

4.3.5 Built Environment

4.3 Heritage and Culture

4.4 Wellbeing

• Locomotives
• Textiles weaving and printing 
• Potteries and brickworks
• Local innovators

Kilmarnock has a rich industrial heritage and over the years has been an innovation hub within the south west of 
Scotland. This drive to innovate lives on today and interpretation of past industry and innovation has the potential 
to provide inspiration for future Kilmarnock innovators. The following topics would be rich sources of industrial and 
innovation interpretation:

Mindfulness is about paying more attention to the present and knowing what is going on inside and outside ourselves, 
moment by moment. Interrupting the ‘autopilot’ mode we often engage day to day. Mindfulness interpretation points 
can be used to invite infi nity loop users to undertaken mindfulness exercises such as noticing sounds and sensations,  
conscious breathing and connecting with nature.

Exercise interpretation points can be used to expand on the active travel aspect of the infi nity loop. Interpretation 
points could include information about cycling, running and walking and opportunities to learn about warm-up and 
cool down stretches. Kilmarnock Football Club are one of the oldest clubs in Scotland and there is also the opportunity 
to combine exercise information and heritage information within football related interpretation points. 

Born on 25 July 1805, Johnnie Walker has become an iconic Kilmarnock fi gure. From humble beginnings in an small 
high-street grocery store to one of the biggest and well known Whisky brands in the world. There is much to celebrate 
when it comes to Johnnie Walker Whisky and Kilmarnock. Interpretation along the central spine of the infi nity loop 
through the town centre will celebrate his legacy and provide links to historic places associated with Johnnie Walker, 
his sons, and the whisky.

From the “Kilmarnock Edition” to No Name Lane in “The Ordination”, there are strong connections between Scotland’s 
most celebrated poet and the town of Kilmarnock. The infi nity loops passes Kilmarnock locations associated with Burns 
and there are a number of interpretation opportunities to further celebrate another great fi gure in Kilmarnock’s history.

Trains, trams and buses have all played a vital role in transport into, out of, and around Kilmarnock. The infi nity loop 
passes a number of locations which provide ideal opportunities to celebrate this element of Kilmarnock. Features within 
proximity of the route include the 23 arch viaduct and Kilmarnock’s Victorian train station. 

A number of Kilmarnock’s present and past buildings and structures are architecturally and historically signifi cant. 
Interpretation of these features provides an insight into Kilmarnock’s past and its development from a small Ayrshire 
village into a bustling hub of industry and innovation.

“Kilmarnock wabsters,  fi dge an’ claw,  
An’ pour your creeshie nations; 
An’ ye wha leather rax an’ draw, 
Of a’ denominations; 
Swith to the Ligh Kirk,  ane an’ a’ 
An’ there tak up your stations; 
Then aff  to Begbie’s in a raw,  
An’ pour divine libations 
For joy this day.” 

Robert Burns, ‘The Ordination’ 
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A Kilmarnock Green Infi nity Loop mobile map app could be developed, where users share their GPS location to receive 
interpretation information relevant to their current location on the loop. The app could prompt the user to view old 
photos, open an augmented reality viewer and/or listen to audio recordings relevant to their current location. The app 
could also off er geo-located challenges focused on Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM), history, art, 
biodiversity, exercise and wellbeing. For example:

The app could be created with in-built fl exibility to allow for updates and modifi cations for special events.

• STEM - Industry and innovation – collect all the parts to build a locomotive
• History– help a fi ctional worker deliver Johnnie Walker Whisky to local establishments
• Biodiversity – help restore the natural habitat for local wildlife by completing digital tasks and planting digital seeds 
• Exercise – “collect” sections of the Infi nity Loop as you walk, run or cycle along them
• Mindfulness – complete mindfulness exercises at specifi c locations e.g. forest bathing under trees, listening to the 

river and fi nding calm in busy spaces.

Digital interpretation

4.5.1 Signage

4.5.2 Interactive elements

Audio and visual interpretation

Interpretation monoliths and plinths will focus on topics and features encountered directly along the route and include 
links, such as QR tags, to additional digital and audio information. It is envisaged that the digital links will encourage 
further interpretation exploration. Herein also lies the opportunity to establish links with interpretation beyond the 
Infi nity Loop such as the existing Kilmarnock Town Trail and Bellfi eld Estate Trail and the proposed Johnnie Walker 
heritage trail. See Chapter 3 - Signage Strategy for more information about proposed signage 

Interactive interpretation could include both physical and digital interaction. The following interactive features would 
be suitable for inclusion within the Infi nity Loop route interpretation strategy.

Audio and visual interpretation has the ability to bring information to life and increase accessibility. Audio and visual 
interpretation options include the following: 

4.5 Interpretation Concepts

Touch screens populated with interactive features to encourage active engagement with interpretation information.  
Information can be kept relevant to changing audience requirements and can be temporarily updated for specifi c 
events such as the recent Kilmarnock ‘Selfi e Trail’. Interactive touch screen information elements could include the 
following:

Audio interpretation creates another dimension to the connection between the audience and the interpretation. Recent 
developments in audio post technology include the use of solar powered posts that allow for “off -grid” installation. 
Audio post content could include:

• Short videos
• Historical and modern day map overlays
• Short digital books for “in-depth” interpretation stories 
• 3D object viewers
• Interactive puzzles and “hidden” content

Touch screens

Audio posts

• Recreation of past soundscapes 
• Stories and poetry 
• Bird song and other nature noises
• Exercise class routines 
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Lecterns with audio posts would be most suited to areas outside of the town centre. The provision of hard-copy maps 
via key locations such as shops, libraries and other local amenities is important in makings sure access to information is 
not restricted to those with digital devices. Suggestions include:

Potential Interpretation locations are illustrated within Chapter 2 Landscape Proposal Plans. The following schedule 
identifi es key interpretation locations and a suitable interpretation format. Other locations will be defi ned as proposals 
are developed and this has been accounted for in the high-level costing

The high level costing below includes interpretation types and numbers along with indicative costs. This is intended to 
provide a scale of costing rather defi nitive item costs, which due to their bespoke nature can vary signifi cantly.

• Rubbing posts with QR tags - The rubbing plate and QR tags can be part of a “collect them all” trail. The QR tag can 
also be used to direct the audience towards further information via the digital platform. A non-digital version of the 
trail can utilise printable handouts available for at-home printing or from public amenities. 

• Hidden signs - Posts with a simple graphic element (e.g. the Infi nity Loop symbol) that indicate the location of 
hidden interpretation content within the post. The hidden content is revealed when the top of the swinging post 
arm is pushed to the left/right and the arm swings up and out of the post. The advantage of this approach is that 
the post can sit discretely in the landscape and the content is only revealed with the post is interacted with.

4.5.3 Lecterns, interpretation trails and hard-copy maps

4.6 Interpretation Schedule

4.7 Budget

Interpretation No. Rate Total
Touch screens 2 £12,000.00 £24,000.00

Interpretation lecterns 15 £2,500.00 £37,500.00

Audio post 5 £1,500.00 £7,500.00

Interpretation trail items e.g. rubbing posts 25 £1,000.00 £25,000.00

Paper maps design & print 1 £3,500.00 £3,500.00

Digital map creation 1 £15,000.00 £15,000.00

Sum £112,500.00

44% £49,500.00

Total £162,000.00

Type Code Location
Interpretation touch screen I101 King Street & No Name Lane

Interpretation touch screen I102 Portland Street

Lectern and audio post I103 Kilmarnock Water, Dean Country Park

Lectern and audio post I201 Ayrshire Athletics Arena

Lectern and audio post I301 Bellfi eld Estate

Lectern and audio post I401 Caprington Woods

Lectern and audio post I402 Bonnyton
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5.0 Artworks Strategy
5.1 Vision

‘The Kilmarnock Green Infi nity Loop should support artists to work with residents to create innovative and dynamic 
range of public art for everyone to enjoy’.

Public art is best defi ned as the principle of involving artists in the conception, development and transformation of 
the public realm. Public art commissions can be temporary or permanent, internal or external, they can be stand-
alone features or integrated into the environment. Artists can deliver public art in many ways, including being part of 
development teams and undertaking residencies based in particular locations with community groups.

The public realm means any place that off ers the public free and easy access including path, streets, squares, gardens, 
parks and open spaces.

Whatever the art form, location and outcome, public art should be site-specifi c, and relate to the physical and social 
context in which they are located. Section 5.13 sets out a recommended process for commissioning which refl ects this 
approach to public art.

The above vision and defi nition recognises the contribution that public art can make to Kilmarnock through 
interpreting, refl ecting on, celebrating and commemorating its past, present and future.

The benefi ts of involving artists in the public realm are recognised nationally and are referenced in the National 
Planning Policy Framework as outlined in Section 5.3 Relationships to Key Strategies and Policies.  In this sense, public 
art is part of ‘placemaking’ - the process of creating quality places in which people want to live, work and play. 

This strategy seeks to support the delivery of public art commissions in achieving:

5.2 The benefi ts of public art

• Quality - enhancing the physical and visual quality of an environment and the experience of those using it 
• Distinctiveness - contributing to the creation of a unique identity for a place through work that is original, site 

specifi c and meaningful 
• Sense of place - refl ecting and interpreting key local references such as heritage, landscape, site uses and local 

population 
• Engagement - creating a sense of community and civic pride through involving residents and other stakeholders 

both in the process and the outcomes 
• Profi le - putting Kilmarnock Green Infi nity Loop ‘on the map’ nationally through ambitious commissioning 

programmes 
• Challenge - including opportunities for public art that is out of the ordinary and bold, inviting thought and 

discussion
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5.3 Relationships to Key Strategies and Policies

This Artworks Strategy sits within a framework of national and local strategies and policies, and it is therefore important 
to set out these relationships. The links to East Ayrshire’s Planning system are key to the successful delivery of public 
art in the area, both in terms of generating and resourcing commissions.

The Scottish Government’s A Culture Strategy for Scotland, published in February 2020, illustrates how important art, 
culture, and heritage is to Scotland’s prosperity stating in its vision that its ‘rich cultural heritage and creativity’…’is 
inspired by people and place, enlivens every community and is celebrated around the world’. Appendix C sets out the 
key aims of the document, which can be grouped into three main themes: strengthening culture, transforming through 
culture, and empowering through culture.

The Scottish Government’s National Planning Framework 3, published in June 2014, includes references to the role of 
culture in planning. In describing the aims and priorities for change relating to the policy, A Natural, Resilient Place, it 
states that ‘we will respect, enhance and make responsible use of our natural and cultural assets…’ and that they ‘have 
a key role to play in supporting sustainable growth, maintaining distinctiveness and promoting quality of life’ in and 
around urban areas.

The Scottish Government has also published a series of Planning Practice Guidance documents, which support the 
National Planning Framework. In particular, Creative Places: a policy statement on architecture and place for Scotland, 
published in June 2013, sets out policies and principles for good design. In referring to the importance of art and 
culture, it states that ‘art and placemaking can draw upon the physical and cultural history of places to reinforce 
identity and engender civic pride...’ and ‘can be the means of enlivening places and attracting development of all 
kinds…’. One of its key policies also states that ‘the development of creative places and culture-led regeneration should 
be encouraged as an eff ective approach to delivering sustainable, high quality environments’. 

The references to public art in the National Planning Framework enable local authorities to include public art in their 
own planning policies and processes. 

East Ayrshire Local Development Plan, published in February 2017, sets out a vision as to how East Ayrshire should 
develop over the next 10-20 years with the key themes of Placemaking, Places, Economy, Energy & Infrastructure, and 
Environment. This Public Art Strategy contributes to the delivery of several identifi ed priorities within these themes, 
particularly relating to Placemaking Strategy. 

The East Ayrshire Local Development Plan 2 is currently being drafted and will replace the Local Development Plan 
(2017) once it has been adopted. However, a Main Issues Report has been published in June 2020, which sets out the 
Council’s vision, aims, and spatial strategy priorities for East Ayrshire for the next 20 years. One of those aims is to 
‘encourage tourism opportunities, in particular those that protect and enhance East Ayrshire’s rich landscape, history 
and cultural heritage’. The plan also proposes to maintain and enhance the existing placemaking strategy already 
outlined in the East Ayrshire Local Development Plan (2017).

National Policy

Local Policy
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5.4 Funding

Commissioning of public art can take place in many context, and projects can be delivered as part of town centre 
redevelopment, major new housing sites and associated new or improved public environments. Funding can 
potentially come from a number of sources including Planning contributions, core development budgets and external 
funders.

It is recognised that new developments off er signifi cant opportunities for the delivery for securing the commissioning, 
maintenance and decommissioning of public art. 

The provision of public art can be secured through a planning condition (attached to the planning permission 
and used for onsite provision) or a planning obligation (a separate legal agreement, known as a Section 
75 agreement and usually used for off site provision and pooled contributions). 

The responsibility for funding and undertaking maintenance and decommissioning will normally be with the 
commissioner. Where a public art commission is funded through a planning obligation, the agreement should 
include a commuted sum from the developer to cover maintenance costs for up to 25 years, or until the work 
is decommissioned. For public art commissions funded by pooled contributions and undertaken by the Council, 
maintenance costs should be identifi ed and set aside for each commission. Responsibility for undertaking maintenance 
will need to be part of the public realm arrangements.

It is important that the whole life costs of maintaining and eventually decommissioning public art artworks 
be built into commission budgets. Artist’s briefs specify the need for proposals to be robust, durable and low 
maintenance.

Other sources of funding are available, and can be used to contribute towards public art commissions or 
specifi c aspects of projects such as community engagement programmes, environmental improvements, and 
heritage interpretation. Funders will have specifi c applicant requirements, and commercial developers are 
not usually eligible to apply. Appendix C - Artworks Funding, sets out further details on resourcing public art 
commissions.

There may be opportunities to approach local businesses regarding providing funding and/or sponsorship for art and 
interpretation. This may include funding/sponsorship of exercise-related interpretation events and/or interpretation 
relating to the history of Kilmarnock. Alternatively, local businesses may be open to partnering to provide advice on 
aspects of local history that the company has specialist knowledge of (e.g. football history, railway history etc). Further 
details and discussions with the relevant businesses would be necessary, and in some cases, director approval may be 
required in order to obtain funding/sponsorship.
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The Artwork within the centre of town is primarily by two Scottish sculptors with distinctively diff erent styles.  Shona 
Kinloch and Alexander Stoddart.  Stoddarts work is in the neoclassical traditional style and is represented by the Jonnie 
walker statue in Bank Street and also the Robert Burns / John Wilson sculpture in the town centre at The Cross.  Shona 
Kinlochs work is modern fi gurative sculpture and is positioned around the town centre at The Cross, King Street and 
Bank Street these were installed in 1995.

The Shona Kinloch work provides features that are distinctive and unique to their location and help provide an identity 
to the town centre.  The Stoddart works link to the historical narrative of the town and provide a recognisable nod to 
traditional town centre sculpture.

Outside of the town centre there is a modern sculpture in the form of the Shanks Pony positioned on the N73 Sustrans 
cycle route.  This work is described by accompanying interpretation.  Along the same route there is also a Millennium 
Milepost (The Cockerel) by Ian McColl.

Where existing artworks do not fi t into a future strategy for the town centre consideration could be given to the 
relocation of features into a sculpture trail. This would allow the history of the artwork to be explored through 
interpretation and create new heritage features within the existing and proposed parks.

Chapter 3 - Signage & Artworks Audit Plans (pages 41-44) and Appendix A - Signage & Artworks Audit include details 
of the existing public art in the town.

5.5 Context

5.6 Existing Artwork

Public art has the potential to make a signifi cant contribution to the Kilmarnock Green Infi nity Loop and its identity. It 
is therefore useful to briefl y describe the context of the route and its defi ning characteristics.

The Kilmarnock Green Infi nity Loop route passes through the town centre, the residential areas of Townholm, New 
Farm Loch, Bellfi eld, Shortlees, Grange, Altonhill, Onthank and Southcraig.

Kilmarnock Water is a key part of Kilmarnock’s identity. Water power derived from Kilmarnock Water was crucial to 
manufacturing development in Kilmarnock. It has been celebrated through existing art works within the town centre.

Green spaces are an important feature of the borough and include Dean Country Park, Howard Park, Kay Park, 
Bishopfi eld, Piersland Park, Bellfi eld Estate, Scott Ellis Playing Fields, Caprington Estate and smaller greenspaces 
throughout the town.
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5.7 Artwork Themes

• Johnnie Walker
• Robert Burns
• John Wilson
• Alexander Flemming.

• Dean Park
• Howard Park
• Kay Park
• Piersland Park
• Bishopfi eld
• Bellfi eld Estate
• Caprington Estate

• The Cross
• Kilmarnock Academy
• New Laigh Kirk

• Kilmarnock Water
• River Irvine.
• Craufurdland Water
• Fenwick Water

• Kilmarnock FC
• Scott Ellis Playing Fields

• Biff y Clyro
• Proclaimers song ‘The Joyful Kilmarnock Blues’, Ballroom Blitz by The Sweet.

Historical Figures

Parks & Greenspaces

Built Environment

Waterways

Sports

Music

• Scotch whisky
• Locomotives
• Brickworks
• Potteries
• Textiles
• Shoes

Industry

Kilmarnock has a rich heritage and this has been identifi ed in the Chapter 4 - Interpretation Strategy and Appendix 
B - Interpretation Analysis.  The Art Strategy as a whole, and specifi c proposals arising from it, has a role to play in 
enhancing and celebrating the distinctive factors, which make Kilmarnock unique. Some of the key themes that could 
feed into the development of artwork include: 
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Artworks can play a pivotal role in guiding people along routes and providing a sense of identity to spaces and aiding 
orientation.  Various methods can be used to create linkages with artwork.

Recurring theme or motifs can provide a clear connection along a route, elements can be incorporated into street 
furniture combining the art infl uence within functional elements such as a seats, bollards or cycle racks.  Artwork of this 
nature would work in conjunction with the branding strategy strengthening the visual links throughout the town and 
along key routes.

A recurring style that is very clearly defi ned and recognisable can also create links.  This is currently in eff ect through 
the town centre area with the works of Shona Kinloch which have a distinctive style and are clearly recognisable as 
being designed by the same artist.  These pieces contribute to the sense of place in the town centre and on approach 
to the town centre let visitors know they are approaching a signifi cant part of the town.

Large structural artwork within key settings including the town centre and key nodes and junctions would provide 
strong visual cues that would assist visitors in navigating the route, allowing people to place themselves from a 
distance and understand their physical position from a set back location depending on the scale of the artwork.

A large distinctive artwork piece can provide a strong identity to a space and start to be incorporated into the local 
narrative, as a meeting point that becomes a part of peoples every day life and can reinvigorate sterile areas within the 
built environment.

Signage can be incorporated into artworks in support of a holistic street signage approach.  Features such as 
waymarker directional sculptures can support the wider strategy and provide a more interesting approach to 
directional signage at key locations and destinations. 

One idea that links wayfi nding and art is that of a linking line in the form of a physical line on the ground.  This is 
readily understandable in terms of wayfi nding in that it is a line which can be followed and it can become ‘playful’ with 
loops and spirals to follow. The line can physically link to sculptures,street furniture, artwork trails or extend along a wall 
into a mural.  The line can become directional with signage on the ground with arrows or place and feature names.

5.8.1 Recurring themes and patterns

5.8.2 Defi ning Place and Supporting Navigation

5.8.3 Directional information

5.8.4 Linking Line Concept

5.8 Art as a Vehicle for Wayfi nding and Navigation
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The town centre off ers opportunities for high profi le commissions at a number of locations of note which could be 
enhanced through the siting of artworks. Equally important, are the opportunities for major neighbourhood projects 
in other parts of the town, in both housing developments and green spaces. These have the potential to focus on 
community engagement and place making with established and new communities. The proposals set out below seek 
to achieve a balance of commissioning approaches to ensure that Kilmarnock as a whole, benefi ts from the Artworks 
Strategy.

Outwith the town centre individual features linked to historic buildings become less frequent although some still exist 
such as in Kilmarnock College and Dean Park Castle.  Further out from the town centre parks and green space become 
more prevalent and can provide an interesting semi natural setting for works.  Also the new green spaces being 
developed as part of the Green Infi nity Loop project provide an ideal opportunity to site new art works.

Artworks should be located along the route with the aim to provide a strong link with the town centre. The use of 
smaller and functional artworks such as art themed cycle racks and way markers can provide the continuity between 
the two areas.  The interpretation of the artworks will follow the objectives set out in the Chapter 4 - Interpretation 
Strategy.  Interpretation of artworks can be achieved through written information available remotely on a website, 
interpretation panels adjacent to artworks, plaques on artworks, audio information provided adjacent to the artwork or 
digital information accessed via a mobile phone app in conjunction with the physical artwork.

Currently there is a heritage trail (Kilmarnock Town Trail) within the town centre and similarly an artwork trail could be 
developed, or incorporated, to help in the interpretation of the art and provide an activity for visitors.  This would allow 
for the development of a visible overall strategy for art that the general public would be able to understand in the form 
of a physical trail displayed as a map.

5.9 Artwork Location Opportunities

5.9.1 Town Centre
Kilmarnock town centre has a particular status and profi le for residents and visitors alike, and as such, the approach 
to commissioning public art within this context should be ambitious.  Public art commissioning has the ability to 
make a signifi cant impact on the scheme through projects which contribute distinctiveness, sense of place, quality of 
environment and community engagement. 

Town centre improvement projects close to the route may be appropriate sites for large-scale signature public art 
commissions. Others may be better suited to more integral approaches or a series of interventions.

The appointment of a lead artist should be considered to provide an artistic overview that then leads to a range of 
commissioning opportunities for a range of artists. The primary role for the lead artist would be to develop a cohesive 
artistic vision for the town centre as a whole, including the future and location of existing artworks.

 Key opportunities and considerations relating to the town centre artworks are:

• Existing artworks to be retained or relocated
• Opportunities for large-scale signature artworks to create identity and impact
• Opportunities for wayfi nding
• Art that links to or identifi es key landmarks and historical fi gures
• Artworks integrated into buildings and the built environment
• Artwork within the wayfi nding strategy incorporated into street furniture
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5.9.3 New housing development and communities

5.9.4 Along the line of the Green Infi nity Loop

Major housing developments are proposed South of Shortlees and Northwest of Onthank. In accordance with this 
Artworks Strategy, each scheme will need to consider the involvement of artists, and develop an approach, which is 
relevant to its particular context. Each housing development will be distinctive in terms of its location and character, 
and this will be refl ected in the public art outcomes. However, a shared factor will be that of creating or signifi cantly 
expanding communities. It is therefore suggested that a common approach to commissioning artists is followed as 
outlined below.

Development briefs for major schemes, of 400 or more (net) residential dwellings or 2500sqm (net) additional 
commercial fl oor space, should usually include a requirement for the production of a site-specifi c Public Art Plan. In 
addition to any site-specifi c considerations the Public Art Plan should aim to demonstrate how the lead artist will make 
connections with existing and new local communities, including those adjacent to new developments. Through these 
embedded residencies, the lead artist will work closely with local people to develop proposals for work, which will give 
the new developments a sense of place and community, and help create new neighbourhoods. 

A wide range of approaches are possible, including but not limited to the following:
• events and temporary works aimed at welcoming new residents 
• commissions integrated into the fabric of the developments and linking to and along the route of the Green infi nity 

Loop
• digital works documenting the creation of new places including fi lm, soundworks and photography.

The potential wayfi nding function of artworks is particularly signifi cant along the line of the Green Infi nity Loop, and 
artworks positioned along the route can be used to link the art with art features within other areas of the town. 

Artists will be appointed to work closely with the design team, local users and communities of interest to explore 
wayfi nding opportunities.

• Integrated art and signage
• Artwork line concept
• Artwork within the wayfi nding strategy – bollards and cycle stands
• Potential for larger scale art at key nodes and gathering points
• Linear art within boundaries (graffi  ti art on walls and under bridges)
• Lighting as art

5.9.2 New and Existing Open Spaces

Through public art commissions that are sensitive to their environment, and with appropriate use of materials, form 
and scale, there are opportunities for artworks that will contribute to the enjoyment of new and existing open spaces. 
Open spaces will need to be evaluated for their suitability for public art commissions, and selected accordingly.

Artists will be appointed to work closely with local users and communities of interest. Depending on the space, these 
could include dog walkers, anglers, sports clubs, cyclists, allotment holders and local schools. Proposals for artworks 
will be developed through collaborations with user groups, with associated programmes of research and community 
engagement. Opportunities for collaborations with professionals from other disciplines such as horticulture, 
conservation, waterways management, children’s play should be explored. 

Key opportunities and considerations relating to the existing parks artworks are:

• Inspiration from nature and the natural environment 
• Opportunities for sculpture park and sculpture trails
• Re site location for existing sculptures as part of a wider strategy
• Sculpture and play opportunities
• Artwork within the wayfi nding strategy – bollards and cycle stands
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Public art is subjective, and the Green Infi nity Loop’s vision for innovative and dynamic work will be interpreted in 
many ways. Consultation, communication and engagement should be built into the commissioning of art for the Green 
Infi nity Loop. 

Consultation and engagement should be a two-way process. As well as informing the artist it should aim to involve 
people in the process and outcomes of commissions, foster and understanding of a range of artistic approaches, and 
encourage and support ambitious, challenging and high quality work. 

Communities within the area will have a distinctive voice and local knowledge which can feed into the process for 
designing and commissioning artwork. Through understanding the local experience, artists can create work that will be 
distinctive and also relatable to those who live in an area and pass it every day.

Engaging with the community through targeted workshops, activities and events can be a good way to generate 
interest in the project and provide an opportunity to test ideas and generate feedback.  Gala and picnic days can 
create an environment where the public feel involved and engage with the consultation process.

Consultation and engagement strategies can take many forms, and will need to be appropriate to the context of the 
commission. A public art project delivered on a housing estate will require a diff erent engagement process to a town 
centre commission for a civic space for example. Wherever practical, people should be given the opportunity to have a 
say on planned artworks near them.

A public art commissioning service could be employed to link artists to the project at an early stage.  Ideally this would 
be a local company with a good understanding of the artists available in the region and able to link artist to the project 
requirements.

Coordination between the artists and the design teams responsible for the design of the Green Infi nity Loop and 
associated green spaces from an early stage present the best opportunities for artwork features to be fully integrated 
into the design and not merely an add on at the end of the process.

5.10 Art, Communities and Place

5.11 Art Coordination

The selected artist should be able to demonstrate sustainability in the production of their physical artwork and the 
methods employed to create it.  As well as material choices sustainability relates to the method of developing the 
design through a collaborative community led approach as outlined in this document.  Consideration should also be 
given to sustainability as a concept or infl uence within the art both locally and globally.

5.12 Sustainability
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The Art Strategy seeks to ensure the delivery of high quality public art commissions for the Green Infi nity Loop. 
Defi ning quality within the context of public art is not an exact science, but key quality indicators include:

• work which is original in its conception and implementation
• a high standard of execution and fi nish appropriate to the chosen medium
• work which is site specifi c, and therefore sensitive and appropriate to its location
• work which has been informed by an appropriate community engagement process.

By defi nition, each public art commission will be unique, but there are tried and tested commissioning processes, 
which are designed to achieve a high quality outcome. It is therefore recommended that the guidelines outlined below 
be followed when commissioning public art.

The key principles which underpin good practice in commissioning are:

• involving key stakeholders in the process
• involving the artist at the earliest stage of development
• having a clear decision-making and approval process
• involving professionals with public art expertise.

The commissioning process follows a sequence that takes place over 5 stages:

• preparation
• artist appointment
• proposal development
• delivery
• completion.

These stages are detailed below, and summarised in a fl ow chart at the end of this chapter.

5.13.2 Stage 1 - preparation

The decisions made at this stage will aff ect the outcome of the whole project and therefore they need to be 
considered carefully. This stage includes:

• defi ning the overall vision for the commission
• ensuring funding is secured, whether externally or through the appropriate Planning process
• Establishing a steering group with representation from key stakeholders. This will vary with each commission 

but could include representatives of the commissioner or developer, local authority, local community, Public Art 
Advisory Group, public art specialist

• Developing the artist’s brief - this is the key document which will guide the appointment of the artist and the 
subsequent commission. It should include:

 –  the overall vision for public art as part of the development
 –  details of the steering group and / or project team and their roles
 –  the selection process, including the artist specifi cation and selection criteria (see Stage 2)
 –  information on the context for the commission, including site description, relevant themes, local references  
     such as heritage, topography, site uses and demography, any constraints or technical issues
 –  requirements for community engagement and / or consultation
 –  requirements as to durability, maintenance and health and safety
 –  decision making and approval process
 –  budget covering all costs
 –  timescale for completion.

5.13 Good practice in commissioning
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5.13.2 Stage 2 - artist appointment

A representative selection panel drawn from the steering group should undertake the appointment of the artist. There 
are 3 suitable processes for appointing artists:

• open submission with opportunities advertised nationally or internationally
• limited competition by invitation to a small number of recommended artists
• direct invitation to a specifi c artist - only to be used in special circumstances, for example, where the budget is very 

limited.

Whichever process is used it is important that the selection is made based on criteria relating to the objectives of the 
commission. These can include:

• signifi cant reputation in their chosen fi eld as demonstrated through exhibitions, commissions, residencies etc
• a track record and experience of working on public art commissions
• experience of working with a range of professionals to deliver work in the public realm e.g. architects, landscape 

designers, engineers
• experience of managing budgets
• an understanding and experience of diff erent methods of community engagement
• the ability to communicate with a variety of people.

Once the artist is selected they should be issued with a contract to cover artist and commissioner obligations, scope 
of works, fees and milestones, warranties, indemnities and insurance, ownership and maintenance responsibilities, 
intellectual property rights and copyright, decommissioning arrangements, accreditation and dispute resolution.

5.13.3 Stage 3 - proposal development

At the beginning of this stage, the artist undertakes a period of research and consultation in order to develop an 
outline proposal. This will involve research into the site and its geographical, historical and social context, and meetings 
with key stakeholders and relevant professionals. 

Once an outline proposal has been agreed by the steering group, the artist moves on to the detailed design and 
specifi cation of the proposed work with input from other professionals as appropriate. This will lead to detailed 
costings, technical specifi cations for the artwork and any foundations, feasibility testing, health and safety assessments, 
production and installation method statements, proposals for community engagement, documentation and marketing.

At this stage, the appropriate approvals should be sought, e.g. land owner’s permission and planning permission. 
The position of any underground services should also be investigated at this stage. The detailed proposal will also be 
shared with the steering group for approval.

5.13.4 Stage 4 - delivery and installation

This stage includes the production and installation of the artwork. Responsibilities and roles at this stage will have been 
specifi ed in the contract, and will be determined by the scale of the work, its relationship to the development as a 
whole, whether it is temporary or permanent, and whether its installation is part of a wider programme of public realm 
works.

Prior to installation, the artist, commissioner and other relevant people should meet on site to confi rm exact location(s) 
of the artwork(s) and review the method statement and risk assessment and add any relevant information and actions 
arising from the site meeting.

5.13.5 Stage 5 - completion

The contract will specify the point at which the artwork is considered to have been completed and signed off  and who 
is formally responsible for it from this point, including funding and undertaking ongoing maintenance. The completion 
arrangements should include the handover of an operations and maintenance schedule for the artwork to include:

• site location and description of artwork
• dimensions
• photographic documentation
• material and installation details
• technical information and replacement parts where appropriate
• cleaning recommendations and inspection schedule
• de-installation instructions

The contract will also specify decommissioning arrangements, whether because of the artwork being damaged beyond 
repair or reaching the end of its anticipated life.

Finally, a project launch is an opportunity to celebrate the project’s completion, raise its profi le locally and nationally, 
and involve community engagement participants.

Throughout the project, evaluation and monitoring should be considered. A review meeting with the artist and 
stakeholders at the end of the project can be a valuable tool for improving future projects.
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The high level costing below highlights types and number along with indicative costs. This is intended to provide a 
scale of costing rather defi nitive item costs, which due to their bespoke nature can vary signifi cantly.

The size and type of artwork will dictate the time within the program when the installation will be most eff ective in 
terms of both cost and also the timings with other works including paving and planting works.  Therefore the full 
strategy and design of the artworks should be complete before the implementation of the main project works.

5.14 Budget

5.15 Timetable

Artwork No. Rate Total
Large scale feature artwork 5 £200,000.00 £1,000,000.00

Artwork incorporated into street furniture, bollards, 
seating and signage 5 £90,000.00 £450,000.00

Medium scale interpretive artwork e.g. along a trail 5 £36,000.00 £180,000.00

Painted art or mural 5 £5,000.00 £25,000.00

Linking line concept 1 £405,000.00 £405,000.00

Performance art 1 £10,000.00 £10,000.00

Sum £2,070,000.00

44% £910,800.00

Total £2,980,800.00

Involvement of all parties at as early a stage as is practical will help to integrate the artworks fully into the project.  The 
following steps should be taken at RIBA Stage 3 Developed Design:

• Identify preference for artwork uses – Waymarking / Feature / Historic 
• Identifi cation of artwork locations
• Decisions on existing artwork, retain, relocate or remove.
• Collaboration between designers, artists, commissioning agents, design team and community representatives in the 

preparation of a written plan highlighting specifi c objectives for the type and positioning of artworks
• Create a detailed artworks map in conjunction with the development of the detail route and green space design
• Prioritise works in relation to community and design aspirations
• Identify funding streams relative to specifi c artworks objectives

5.16 Next Steps
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6.0 Appendix A
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Signage & Artworks Audit 
Introduction
This appendix document is part of the Kilmarnock Green Infi nity Loop Signage & Artworks Audit. The tables within this 
appendix relate to the maps contained within Chapter 3 - Signage & Artworks Audit Plans (pages 41-44).

The following feature and condition classifi cations have been used within the main audit tables

Feature Classifi cations 

Condition Classifi cations 

Reference Description

W Waymarker post or sign

A Artwork

I Interpretation point

M Map board

Z Area zone sign

D Direction signs (not including road signs)

T Brown tourist signs

Reference Description

1 Excellent condition, no signs of wear and tear.

2 Good condition although may require cleaning. Showing minor signs of age.  Style may be dated.

3 Average condition, cleaning required. Showing more signifi cant signs of aging, may need replaced.

4 Poor condition, information obscured, major signs of aging or damage. 
To be programmed for replacement.

5 Requiring immediate replacement or removal due to condition.
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Map 
ref:

Drawing ref Location Type Description Condition 
rating (1-5)

Photograph

D1 Western Road - attached 
to road sign

Directional ‘Ayrshire College’ 2

T1 Junction between 
Irvine Road and Munro 
Avenue.

Brown tourist 
information sign

‘The Cook School Scotland’ 2

T2 Roundabout at junction 
of Western Road and 
Glasgow Road

Brown tourist 
information sign

‘Dean Castle Country Park’. Basic 
direction sign

2

T3 Beansburn Brown tourist 
information sign

‘Dean Castle Country Park’. 1

T4 Junction between Green 
Street and Portland 
Street

Brown tourist 
information sign

‘Dean Castle Country Park’. 
Sign text obscured by sticker

2

T5 Strawberry Bank Road Brown tourist 
information sign

‘Burns Monument Centre’ 
Sign text part obscured by tree 
canopy.

1

T6 Strawberry Bank Road 
junction with Kay Park 
Grove

Brown tourist 
information sign

‘Burns Monument Centre’ 1

T7 Strawberry Bank Road Brown tourist 
information sign

‘Burns Monument Centre’ 1

T8 Crossroads between 
Dundonald Road, Aird 
Avenue, Holmes Road

Brown tourist 
information sign

‘The Park Hotel’ 2
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Map 
ref:

Drawing ref Location Type Description Condition 
rating (1-5)

Photograph

D2 Portland Street Directional Finger post sign with 5 direction 
‘arrows’ Ayrshire College’ ‘Palace 
Theatre’ ‘Railway Station’ and ‘Dick 
Institute’

2

M1 Portland Street Map board Map board on entry exit point to 
carpark. Highlighting key town 
center features.

1

W1 Portland Street Waymarker / Active 
Travel Parking Stand

Bespoke cycle parking with 
branding also acts as a waymarker.

2

W2 Portland Street / King 
Street / Queen Street 
/ Bank Street / John 
Dicke Street – positioned 
throughout

Waymarker / Pink 
granite cube bollard.

Bespoke bollard also acts as a 
waymarker.

2
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Map 
ref:

Drawing ref Location Type Description Condition 
rating (1-5)

Photograph

M2 The Cross Map board - Kilmarnock 
Heritage Walk

Map board sign on black cast iron 
frame

2

A1 The Cross Artworks ‘Twa Dogs’ Lifesize  Bronze 
sculpture by Shona Kinloch

1

A2 Portland Street Artworks Burns and Wilson Monument by 
Alexander Stoddart.
Discolored Sandstone Plinth.

2

A3 King Street Artworks Kilmarnock Swimmers by Shona 
Kinloch. 2 Lifesize Bronze 
Sculptures mirrored facing across 
footway.

1
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Map 
ref:

Drawing ref Location Type Description Condition 
rating (1-5)

Photograph

M3 King Street Map board Repeat of M1. Map board on 
entry exit point to main shopping 
street highlighting key town center 
features.

2

A4 King Street Artworks Sculptures positioned on top of 
bespoke bins by  Shona Kinloch. 2 
half size Bronze Sculptures facing 
across footway.

2

A5 King Street Artworks Sculptures by  Shona Kinloch 
positioned on top of bespoke 
bins. 2 half size Bronze Sculptures 
facing across footway.

2 

A6 King Street Artworks Artwork.
Description: Sculpture by  Shona 
Kinloch Seated bronze fi gure 
reading.

2
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Map 
ref:

Drawing ref Location Type Description Condition 
rating (1-5)

Photograph

M4 Junction between King 
Street and Queen Street

Map board Repeat of M1, M2 and M3. Map 
board on entry exit point to main 
shopping street highlighting key 
town center features. Sticker 
obscuring part of map as shown.

3

M5 Bank Street Map board Repeat of M1/M/M3/M4 Map 
board along shopping side street. 
Sticker obscuring part of map as 
shown.

3

M6 Bank Street adjacent to 
New Laigh Kirk

Map board Repeat of M1/M/M3/M4/M5 3

W3 On each side of the 
entrance to Bank Street 
from both ends.  4nr in 
total

Waymarker Stainless steel post with angled 
top approximately 3m high with 
‘Bank Street’ laser cut out of post.
Stickers on base of post

2
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Map 
ref:

Drawing ref Location Type Description Condition 
rating (1-5)

Photograph

M7 Langlands Brae Map board Repeat of previous boards with 
some sticker damage.

3

D3 Langlands Brae Directional Finger post sign with 7 direction 
arrows;
Town Centre; Sheriff  Court;
Dick Institute;
John Finnie Street;
Palace Theatre;
Railway Styation
Ayrshire College’  

2

T9 Junction of Nelson Street 
and John Finnie Street

Brown tourist 
information sign

‘The Garage Leisure Complex’ 2

M8 St Marnock Street – St 
Marnock Street Carpark 
Entrance / Exit

Map board Repeat of previous boards with 
some sticker damage.

2

M9 St Titchfi eld Street Map board Repeat of previous boards with 
some sticker damage.

2
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Map 
ref:

Drawing ref Location Type Description Condition 
rating (1-5)

Photograph

M10 Kay Park Map board Map board sign on steel frame.  
Not readable due to dirt.

5

M11 Kay Park Map board Map board sign on steel frame. 3

Z1 Dean Road Entrance to 
Dean Castle Country 
Park

Area Zone Sign Large Pillar Sign Approximately 
3m high

2

T10 Dean Road – Dean Caste 
Country Park entrance

Brown tourist 
information sign

‘Dean Castle Country Park’
Sticker damage.

3

M12 Dean Road – Dean Caste 
Country Park path at 
rivers edge

Map board Pillar sign similar to main entrance 
sign with map inset.

2
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Map 
ref:

Drawing ref Location Type Description Condition 
rating (1-5)

Photograph

M13 Assloss Road – Dean 
Caste Country Park

Map board Pillar sign similar to main entrance 
sign with map inset.

2

M14 Assloss Road – Dean 
Caste Country Park – 
Access to woodland Trail

Map board Pillar sign similar to main entrance 
sign with map inset.

2

W4 Dean Castle Country 
Park

Waymarker Timber bollard waymarker with 
text ‘Motte and Balley’ and small 
direction arrow. 

3

W5 Assloss Road, Dean 
Castle Country Park

Waymarker Timber bollard waymarker with 
text Countryside Park and small 
direction arrow. 

3
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Map 
ref:

Drawing ref Location Type Description Condition 
rating (1-5)

Photograph

A7 Footpath north of Munro 
Avenue. NCN 73

Artworks Shanks Pony, Corten Steel horse 
sculpture with the inscription 
‘What Matters! I’ll Walk’
By Gordon Rogers.

1

I1 Fencing along footpath 
north of Munro Avenue. 
NCN73

Interpretation point Interpretation relating to the 
Shanks Pony sculpture.

2

M15 Fencing along footpath 
north of Munro Avenue. 
NCN73

Map board Interpretation point relating to 
Cunninghame Path.

2

W6 North of Munro Avenue Waymarker Bespoke artwork  waymarker.  
Millenium Mlepost (The Cockrel) 
by Ian McColl.

2
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Map 
ref:

Drawing ref Location Type Description Condition 
rating (1-5)

Photograph

W7 Irvine Road / Access to 
Annanhill Golf Club

Waymarker Concrete   waymarker with text 
plaque  ‘Catch the Walking Bug’

5

Z2 Entrance to Howard Park 
from Waterside Street

Area Zone Sign Low brick wall with concrete cope 
and park sign applied.

2

D4 Hill Street Directional Finger post sign with 5 direction 
‘arrows’ Ayrshire College’ ‘Palace 
Theatre’ ‘Railway Station’ and ‘Dick 
Institute’ 
‘Dean Castle and Country Park.

2

A8 Bank Street Artworks Jonnie Walker Statue. By 
Alexander Stoddart.

2
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Map 
ref:

Drawing ref Location Type Description Condition 
rating (1-5)

Photograph

D5 Laigh Kirk Directional Black direction sign.
Laigh Kirk – ‘John Finnie St; East 
Ayrshire Council offi  ces; Bank 
Street; The Cross. 

2

A9 Foregate Square / 
Gateway Centre

Artworks Metal work art work forming 
entrance to the shopping centre.

3

Z3 Tourhill Area Zone Sign Two area signs on freestanding 
brick walls

3

Throughout heritage 
walk

Heritage walk 
information plaque

Blue rectangular plaque.
Similar style throughout sign sizes 
vary dependent on location.

2
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Landscape

Features Information

Fenwick Water and 
Craufurdland Water

The Craufurdland Water joins with the Fenwick Water in Dean Castle Country Park, northeast 
of Kilmarnock town centre, to form Kilmarnock Water.

Kilmarnock Water Water power derived from Kilmarnock water was  crucial to manufacturing development in 
Kilmarnock. There have also been numerous fl ood events in Kilmarnock (1852, 1932). The 
1932 fl ood has been recorded through poetry

River Irvine Ayrshire’s second largest river rises above Loudoun Hill on the boundary of East Ayrshire and 
Lanarkshire. From there it fl ows for 42km westwards to Irvine Bay on the Firth of Clyde. Irvine 
is recovering from is past history as an industrial river.

Woodlands, 
(Various locations)

Woodlands including areas of Ancient Woodland withing Dean Country Park, Bellfi eld, 
Caprington Golf Course, and Annahill Golf Course.

Dean Country Park The Country Park includes mixed woodland, conifer plantation, semi-natural oak woodland, 
areas of scrub and open pasture. The Fenwick and the Craufurdland Waters run through the 
site and merge to form the Kilmarnock Water near the park boundary. A network of trails 
allows easy access around the park. The park attracts a variety of wildlife.

Kay Park A 30 acre park north east of the town centre. The park is home to The Burns Monument, a 
children’s play park, duck pond and cycle track. Access through the park is provided by a 
network of avenues and footpaths.

Bishopsfi eld Once an industrial hub next to Kilmarnock Water home to a printworks, woollen mill, town 
Head factory, bonnet manufactory. Now an area of amenity grassland with trees.

Howard Park Central green space south west of the town centre. Further information about the historic 
context of the park is included within the heritage and culture interpretation information.

Kennedy Drive Small area of green space with amenity grass and trees.

MacGregor Drive Small area of green space with amenity grass.

Piersland Park Main green space within the Piersland Park Conservation Area. The park occupies a shallow 
depression between the two residential areas of the Conservation Area, and owes its shape 
to a now disappeared New Mill Burn. The central space features a play park and serves as an 
informal playing fi eld. 

Scott Ellis Playing Fields Sports and recreation grounds. Transferred to the former Burgh of Kilmarnock in 1937 by the 
Baron Howard de Walden and Kilmarnock Estates.

Bellfi eld Estate In 1875 the estate, mansion house and walled garden were given to the people of Kilmarnock 
to enjoy. Further information about the historic context of the park is included within the 
heritage and culture interpretation information.

Shortless Green space with small burn.

Annahill House and 
Estate

Mature parkland and house with public golf course. Further information about the historic 
context of the park is included within the  heritage and culture interpretation information.

This appendix document is part of the Kilmarnock Green Infi nity Loop Interpretation Strategy. The below tables contain 
research information gathered to inform the interpretation strategy within Chapter 4 – Interpretation Strategy.

Interpretation Analysis
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Heritage & Culture

Features Information

Dean Castle The Boyd Family came into possession of Dean Castle and grounds in 1316, when Sir Robert 
Boyd (Earl of Kilmarnock) was rewarded the lands of Kilmarnock for supporting Robert the 
Bruce at The Battle of Bannockburn.

Lauder Footbridge A bridge that was in the style of Louis Harper from Aberdeen who invented a pedestrian 
bridge with a unique tension system and arched deck. Only a few Harper bridges survive 
in Scotland. The original bridge collapsed on the day it was opened. After the ribbon was 
cut and the civic dignitaries crossed, the public crowded onto the bridge from each side. 
The metal suspension ropes could not take the weight, snapped and the bridge, with all its 
visitors, slid gently into the Kilmarnock Water. There were minor injuries, no one was killed. 

Kay Park The location of the park was determined by the town council and the Kay Trustees after 
various proposed sites were examined and the land was purchased from the Duke of 
Portland. The park opened on 9 August 1879 and is home to The Burns Monument.

Burns Monument Centre The Burns Monument commemorates the poet Robert Burns. The monument, located at an 
elevated position within Kay Par,  was opened in 1879, and is a category B listed building.

Bishopsfi eld Once an industrial hub next to Kilmarnock Water home to a printworks, woollen mill, town 
Head factory, bonnet manufactory

Soulis Street Footbridge Historic location of a footbridge over Kilmarnock Water between Bishopfi eld and Kay Park

Viaduct In 1848 the viaduct of 23 stone arches, a magnifi cent feat of Victorian engineering, was built, 
giving passengers a fi ne view over Kilmarnock as they travelled south.

Railway Scotland’s fi rst railway from Kilmarnock to Troon was opened in 1812 to transport coal to the 
coast. The fi rst railway line from Glasgow was completed in 1843 and the original railway 
station opened (now demolished).

Trams 1904, Kilmarnock built its own tramway system, the Kilmarnock Corporation Tramways. With 
continued upgrading and expansion, the tram network at its peak went from Ayr Road in 
Riccarton at its southerly point, to Knockinlaw Road in Beansburn in the north. The trams 
ceased operation in 1926 with the rise in popularity of bus travel. 

Buses Circa 1926 The General Transport Company. It operated from The Portland Street Bus Station, 
serving the town until it was moved to its present site in 1974. A Kilmarnock Burgh Policeman, 
William Fraser stopped traffi  c to let buses exit the bus station. To keep warm and dry he wore 
an over sized black oilskin coat bulked up with many layers of clothing underneath. People 
passing by would comment that he was so big he must be wearing fi fty waistcoats. Later a 
pub ‘Fifty Waistcoats’ was named after him. The pub still exists today and is called Fanny by 
Gaslight.

Wheatsheaf Inn The Wheatsheaf was built in the early 1700s as a coaching inn on the Stranraer to Glasgow 
route. Burns and Samson would perhaps meet here and stable their horses in the yard to 
enjoy “getting fu an’unca happy”.

Opera house Kilmarnock Opera House was built in 1874, designed by James Ingram and cost £7,000.

The Palace Theatre The Palace Theatre was originally the Corn Exchange, which opened on 16th September 1863 
and was a place of business for farmers and merchants. The Palace is now a 500-seat theatre 
managed by East Ayrshire Leisure Trust.

The Cross The location of markets, executions, protests, entertainment and royal proclamations.
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Heritage & Culture (Continued)

Features Information

The Execution Stone The Execution Stone marks the location where gallows stood at Kilmarnock Cross. People 
gathered at The Cross in 1683 to witness the execution of John Nisbet, a Covenanter, who is 
buried in the nearby Laigh Kirk graveyard along with other Covenanters who died for their 
beliefs. The Covenanters were people in Scotland who signed the National Covenant in 1638. 
They signed the Convenant to confi rm their opposition to the interference by the Stuart 
kings in the aff airs of the Presbyterian Church of Scotland. From 1638, when the Covenant 
was signed, until the Glorious Revolution - when Prince William of Orange invaded Great 
Britain in 1668 - a great deal of suff ering, torture, imprisonment and transportation took 
place in Scotland along with numerous executions. 

New Laigh Kirk 1801 The High Church was without a minister and joined the Laigh Kirk worshippers, resulting 
in the church being fuller than usual. People had already hinted that the church was 
structurally unsafe so when a piece of plaster fell from the ceiling a stampede occurred and 
around 30 people died and many were injured. Although the structure did not collapse, it 
was eventually pulled down. The new church provided 7 exits so people could leave safely in 
an emergency. Only the tower remained from the earlier Kirk.

Johnnie Walker John Walker was born 25 July 1805. His farmer father died in 1819 and when the farm was 
sold the proceeds, £417, were invested in a grocery shop on Kilmarnock High Street. The 
Excise Act of 1823 relaxed strict laws on distillation of whisky and reduced taxes on the 
distillation and sale of whisky. By 1825, Walker, a teetotaller, was selling spirits, including 
rum, brandy, gin, and whisky.  Walker sold made-to-order whiskies, blended to meet 
specifi c customer requirements and used the name “Walker’s Kilmarnock Whisky”. John 
Walker died in 1857. By the end of the 19th century John Walker and Sons was one of the 
largest whisky operations in Scotland. Landmarks around the town of Kilmarnock include a  
commemorative statue in the town centre near the Laigh Kirk.

Johnnie Walker Bonded 
Warehouse

Johnnie Walker Whisky was so popular production was expanded to the Johnnie Walker 
Bond.

Sir Alexander Walker’s 
offi  ce

The business was developed by Johnnie Walker’s grandson, Sir Alexander Walker, whose 
offi  ce still stands in John Finnie Street, Kilmarnock.

Johnnie Walker Distillery, 
Hill Street.

The Hill street plant was started just before the outbreak of the Second World War. The 
buildings contained modern bottling lines with increased capacity.

Green Bridge, London 
Road

A bridge has been in this location since 1759. It replaced a ford and provided a new exit from 
the town centre out towards the Irvine Valley. It underwent restoration in the 1970s.

Dick Institute Opened in 1901, the Dick Institute is one of the most important cultural venues in the south-
west of Scotland, featuring the largest museum and gallery spaces in Ayrshire. It is also East 
Ayrshire’s central lending library.

Sandbed Bridge The Sandbed and Strand Street follow the exact line of Kilmarnock’s fi rst main street. This 
was part of the cart track from Ayr to Glasgow. The bridge, the oldest in the town has been 
rebuilt several times, the present bridge dates from 1762.

Robert Burns Kilmarnock 
Edition

John Wilson owned the only printing press in the area and in 1786 Wilson published ‘The 
Kilmarnock Edition’ of Burns Poems, the fi rst book of Burns poetry. A working replica of the 
First Edition Printing Press can be viewed at the Dick Institute.

No Name Lane ‘No Name Lane’ is a small lane associated with the Burns Poem ‘The Ordination’
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Features Information

St Marnock Street 
Seed Warehouses

Rankin and Borland, a fi rm of manufacturing chemists, were established in 1798. They were 
well known for making mineral waters. Interestingly, the Ha’s Well was sited near here and it 
was said to produce the best water for whisky. The main family was Borland and the fi rm was 
known as James Borland & Sons Ltd, Seed Stores. The Borland fi rm had been incorporated 
with Dickie Fowlds & Co Ltd, Established 1750. The building remained in use as a “seed 
warehouse” until nearly the end of the 20th century. All the machines were water powered.
These warehouses were near to the river for ease of moving and delivering stock as well as 
utilising water in grinding processes. The formal offi  ces were used to meet clients and buyers, 
whilst more informal work was carried out in the rest of the building. Stock was transferred 
through a large opening in the western elevations.

St Marnock Street Bridge 
and Timmer Bridge

A bridge has been on this site for at least 2 centuries. At fi rst a wooden footbridge led over 
the Kilmarnock Water to land (primarily a lawn and avenue of trees) adjacent to Kilmarnock 
House and an access to Nelson Street. Before St Marnock Street was constructed, the land 
was semi-rural with the Relief Meeting House nearby. A ford was found further down the 
river. This older wooden bridge was replaced by the stone one when St Marnock Street 
was fully opened up. It is commonly believed the bridge near Nelson Street then became 
known as the “Timmer Bridge” (timber bridge) to diff erentiate the two. The bridge underwent 
restoration and cleaning in the later stages of the 20th century, due to development and new 
build in the area.

Kilmarnock House Kilmarnock House, built in the 17th century, was the Boyd family’s town house. It became 
their main home after a fi re at the Dean Castle. Kilmarnock House would have been very 
opulent given the family’s connections. Kilmarnock House was demolished in 1935. St 
Marnock Street car park is now sited in its place

Howard Park Howard Park is the site of the original Kilmarnock Football Club pitch. 250 victims of the 
cholera epidemic were buried in a mass grave in Howard Park because the common burying 
ground was thought to be too small and the authorities also believed it might minimise 
further risk of infection. There is a small monument to the victims of the epidemic. The Lady’s 
Walk in Howard Park was a favourite haunt of the Countess of Kilmarnock as she waited for 
news of her Jacobite husband captured at Culloden and imprisoned in the Tower of London 
awaiting trial and execution. She walked here from Kilmarnock House during this time.

Kilmarnock Football Club Kilmarnock F.C. is reportedly the oldest professional football club in Scotland. The club’s 
foundation dates back to the very earliest days of organised football in Scotland, when a 
group of local cricketers looking for a sporting pursuit to occupy them outwith the cricket 
season formed a football club in 1869.

Carpet Industry Carpets manufactured in Kilmarnock were internationally known for their quality and 
intricacy. In 1860 James Blackwood took his brother Robert Blackwood Junior into business 
with him forming Blackwood Brothers. In 1880 the company acquired Burnside Works and 
produced Scotch or Kidder Carpets made of both cotton and wool. Carpet-making fi nally 
ceased in Kilmarnock in early 2005 following the closure of Stoddard Carpets and at this 
time, Stoddard Carpets was the oldest carpet manufacturing company still in operation at 
that time in Scotland

Nursery Mills Calico 
Factory

A Very extensive Powerloom, Calico Factory, One Storey high, Worked by an engine 30 horse 
Power, Situated on the West extremity of West Netherton, About two chains Off  the Street, 
and on the East Side of the Kilmarnock Water. The fi eld Adjoining the Mill being formerly 
used as a Nursery, has Suggested the name.
Messrs. T. & J. Ferguson Proprietors.

Features Information

West Shaw Street Bridge The bridge spans the Kilmarnock Water and links West Shaw Street to McLelland Drive. 
Grant, Richie and Co were a Kilmarnock based engineering fi rm who mainly specialised in 
locomotives. an unusual example as it is a road bridge, not a railway bridge.

Annahill House and 
Estate

Annanhill was built by William Dunlop, a man who made his fortune as a merchant in 
East India, and bought the estate in 1796. Kilmarnock town council bought the house and 
policies in 1929, using profi ts from the municipal electricity service. Annanhill was bought 
and restored by Nicholas Groves-Raines and Partners who subdivided it into private fl atted 
properties. The policies are still in use as a par 71, 18-hole parkland golf course. The Annanhill 
Walled Garden (listed separately) is open to the public.

Bonnyton The industrial estates within the Bonnyton area of Kilmarnock are associated with 
Kilmarnock’s locomotive industry, potteries and fi re clay works.
Andrew Barclay Sons & Company fi rst built a locomotive in 1859 and by 1870, the company 
had produced 420 locomotives. In 1912 Andrew Barclay Sons & Co Ltd built the fi rst fi reless 
locomotives in Britain. Brodie Engineering are now located at Bonnyton Rail Depot

Kilmarnock Academy Kilmarnock Academy is one of only two schools in the UK, and the only school in Scotland, to 
have educated two Nobel Prize laureates - one being Sir Alexander Fleming, and the other 
Sir John Boyd Orr

Southhook Pottery 
Works

The southhook pottery offi  ce blocks have now been cleared and new houses have been built 
on this site.

Rowallan Creamery The Rowallan Creamery opened in 1886 and was closed in 2003.

Grain Mill A large water-powered corn mill, one of the largest in Scotland, and probably intended to 
meet most of the needs of the town of Kilmarnock.

Bellfi eld Estate and 
House

The Buchanan family (three sisters, Margaret, Jane and Elizabeth) from Glasgow lived on 
the estate in the late 19th century in a grand mansion. All sisters were unmarried, and when 
Elizabeth, the last sister, passed away in 1875, the estate and mansion house were given to 
the people of Kilmarnock to enjoy along with a substantial bequest.

The mansion house hosted weddings and a rock garden with pond was added in the 
1930s. However, by the 1970s the mansion house was too expensive to maintain and it was 
demolished. Today only the surrounds of the walled garden remain.

In 2018, Primary 7 pupils at the adjacent Whatriggs Primary decided that the estate’s history 
was fascinating and created a QR trail for people to follow and learn more about the estate.

Information Sources & References:

• Canmore, National Record of the Historic Environment, https://canmore.org.uk/
• Historic Environment Scotland, http://portal.historicenvironment.scot/
• National Library of Scotland Maps, https://maps.nls.uk/townplans/background/kilmarnock.html
• Kilmarnock & District History Group, https://www.kilmarnockhistory.co.uk/
• Future Museum, South West Scotland, http://www.futuremuseum.co.uk/
• East Ayrshire Leisure, https://eastayrshireleisure.com
• Ayrshire Birding, https://www.ayrshire-birding.org.uk/category/locations_east_ayrshire
• Gazetteer for Scotland, University of Edinburgh and the Royal Scottish Geographical Society, https://www.scottish-

places.info/towns/townhistory467.html
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Fund Name Fund Body/
Organisation

Eligibility Criteria Permitted Grant Useage Funding Availability

ArtRoots Fund:

Community fund for artistic 
and aesthetic improvements 
to traffi  c-free paths along the 
National Cycle Network (NCN) 
in Scotland.

Sustrans Scotland Constituted community groups based in Scotland. 
Successful applicants must show not only need, but also how the fund will add value to active travel, how it enhances the 
NCN and the aesthetics of their chosen setting.
Projects must be on a traffi  c-free section of the NCN or immediately adjacent (e.g. on a ramp).

Materials costs & artist/
designer fees relating to 
artworks including transient art 
(e.g. temporary installations, 
live performances), 
interpretation boards and 
advertising costs, but not 
project management time or 
normal wages. This list is not 
exhaustive.

Standard grant - £2,500
Higher award - £5,000 where 
applicants can demonstrate 
that the higher funding award 
would signifi cantly impact on 
the outcome and achieve a 
greater increase in new active 
travel journeys.
Deadline: Open year round 
with scoring rounds every 2 
months.

Awards for All Scotland:

A small funding scheme for 
community-related activities/
projects in Scotland, funded by 
the National Lottery.

National Lottery Voluntary or community organisation, registered charity, constituted group/club, school, statutory body (including town, 
parish, community council), or not-for-profi t company or Community Interest Company) in Scotland can apply.  The 
applicant cannot already have an Awards for All grant in place.

The project must involve the community in the design, development and delivery of the activities/project being planned 
and fulfi ll one of the following criteria:
• bring people together and build strong relationships in and across communities
• improve the places and spaces that matter to communities
• help more people to reach their potential, by supporting them at the earliest possible stage.

Funding can cover the following 
(list not exhaustive) costs; 
equipment, one-off  events, 
small land or building projects, 
staff  and training costs, 
transport, utilities/running costs, 
and volunteer expenses.

Maximum funding available: 
£10,000

Deadline for applications: 
ongoing

The Culture & Business Fund 
Scotland: 

If an arts or heritage 
organisation attracts an eligible 
business to sponsor or invest 
in an arts/heritage related 
project or activity, the Culture 
& Business Fund will match 
the value of the sponsorship 
through the funding scheme. 
The fund is managed by Arts & 
Business Scotland, but is funded 
by the Scottish Government, via 
Creative Scotland and Historic 
Environment Scotland.

 Any non-for-project arts or heritage organisation registered and based in Scotland can apply, including registered charities, 
SCIOS, CICs and social enterprises. Unincorporated arts and heritage organisations may also be eligible. Cultural trusts and 
local authorities that have a remit for cultural delivery are also eligible. Non-arts/heritage not-for-profi t can apply if the 
match funded project/ activities are arts or heritage related. The arts/heritage activities cannot be primarily for the fi nancial 
or commercial benefi t of the sponsor.

Art forms supported include: animation, art & health, combined arts, craft, dance, design, fashion, festivals (including youth, 
community, fi lm, general, literature, military, music, ethnic), fi lm & tv, galleries, literature music, street art, theatre and visual 
arts. 

Heritage forms are also supported including: archaeology, archives & collections, community heritage, historic buildings 
& monuments, industrial, maritime & transport, intangible heritage (such as stories, traditions and concepts), land & 
biodiversity (including urban green spaces and parks), libraries and museums.

Eligible costs include (but 
not limited to) purchase 
of materials, equipment, 
venue hire, or additional 
staffi  ng resource to enable 
the realisation of the cultural 
activity. It cannot be used for a 
capital project.

The scheme matches funding 
of up to £40,000.

Deadline for applications: 
ongoing

This appendix document is part of the Kilmarnock Green Infi nity Loop Artworks Strategy. The following table is a compilation of various funding streams that could be available to support the Art Strategy. The Artworks Strategy can be found at  
Chapter 5 – Artworks Strategy. 

Art Funding
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Fund Name Fund Body/
Organisation

Eligibility Criteria Permitted Grant Useage Funding Availability

Open Fund: Sustaining Creative 
Development:

Designed to support the arts, 
screen, and creative industries 
in a changing world, including 
encouraging innovation 
and new ways of working in 
the light of the Coronavirus 
pandemic.

Funded by The 
National Lottery. 
Awarded by Creative 
Scotland

Registered charities, cultural and leisure trusts, local authorities, CICS, other public sector agencies, companies limited by 
shares or by guarantee, artist groups and consortia/joint organisations or groups of organisations applying together all can 
apply.
The project/activity must be related to the arts, screen or creative industries and have a clear public benefi t. Applications 
will be assessed against the following criteria:
• Creative and/or artistic strength of the project or activity, or its contribution to supporting creativity in others
• Strength of project/activity’s impact on your work and benefi t for others
• Strength of plans to achieve the project/activity, including fi nancial planning.

The fund can be used to 
support a period of research, 
development and/or delivery 
of a creative activity/project. 
Eligible costs include fees/
wages of artists and support 
staff , essential running costs 
and overheads, equipment and 
materials, marketing/research/
audience development costs 
and access costs. The fund 
cannot to be used for large 
scale capital costs or for the 
general running costs of a 
creative business or lost income 
as a result of COVID.

Maximum funding available: 
£100,000

Deadline for applications: 
ongoing

Renewable Energy Fund - 
Whitelee Windfarm: 

A fund provided by Whitelee 
Windfarm for new community-
based projects within the local 
area.

Funded by Whitelee 
Windfarm. 
Administered by East 
Ayrshire Council

Projects within 10km radius  of Whitelee Windfarm & within the East Ayrshire boundary are eligible.
 
Constituted voluntary and community organisations, social economy or social enterprise projects, local authorities and 
other agencies can apply. Where local authorities or other agencies are applying, the project must be community based, 
new, and does not represent a substitution of core business activities. Applicants must also have applied for funding from 
other sources as well.

Eligible types of projects are as follows:
• Community renewable energy projects
• Environment projects (e.g. streetscape projects,   environmental art projects, community allotments & gardens, cycle 

tracks, paths networks)
• Environmental education projects for schools
• Community led service provision
• Feasibility & business plans
• Community based social enterprises 
• Employability & training programmes
• Community led sports & leisure
• Community income generating projects
• Advertised community run events (must be within an eligible area, attract visitors from outside East Ayrshire and have 

an economic benefi t to the area).

No defi nitive list provided on 
eligible costs. However, any 
events that are not of regional 
or national importance will not 
be funded (e.g. galas, Christmas 
fairs, local community events, 
fi rework displays etc). The 
fund can provide both capital 
and revenue support if 
considered appropriate and 
cover acquisition costs in very 
exceptional circumstances only.

Maximum funding available: 
None. However, the total 
annual budget for the fund is 
circa £750,000 per year and 
many applications are received 
each year.

Deadline for applications: Twice 
each year; 31st January & 31st 
May
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Fund Name Fund Body/
Organisation

Eligibility Criteria Permitted Grant Useage Funding Availability

Scottish Landfi ll Communities 
Fund (SLCF):

The SLCF is a tax credit scheme, 
linked to Scottish Landfi ll 
Tax that encourages landfi ll 
site operators to contribute 
tax credits (of up to 5.6% of 
their tax liability) into a fund 
to benefi t community and 
environmental projects.
Funding must be passed from 
a landfi ll operator via approved 
bodies to a project. Landfi ll 
operators cannot directly fund 
projects and cannot control 
how SLCF funding is spent.

Landfi ll operators via 
approved bodies

The applicant must be an individual or organisation that operates on a not-for-profi t basis. Funds can only be granted for a 
specifi c project that fulfi ls at least one of the following:
A - The reclamation, remediation, restoration, or other operation on land to facilitate economic, social, or environmental 
use. 
B - Community based recycling, re-use and waste prevention projects. 
C - To provide, maintain or improve a public park or other public amenity.  
D - The conservation or promotion of biological diversity through the provision,   conservation, restoration or enhancement 
of a natural habitat or the maintenance or recovery of a species in its natural habitat. 
E - The maintenance, repair or restoration of a building, other structure or a site of archaeological interest which is a place 
of religious worship, or a site of historic or architectural or archaeological interest and is open to the public. 
F - The provision of fi nancial, administration and other similar services to projects.Projects under C, D and E are only eligible 
for funding if the project site is within 10 miles of a landfi ll site or transfer station. 

The applicant must approach the following approved bodies to apply for and be awarded funding:
• SUEZ Community Trust
• FCC Communities Foundation
• EB Scotland
• The Land Trust

Each approved body has its 
own requirements as to how 
funding is spent and reported 
that applicants are required 
to follow. However, funding 
is typically awarded to cover 
the costs of items such as 
materials, equipment, and the 
appointment of a contractor to 
undertake the work.

Maximum funding available: 
This varies depending on the 
approved body.

Deadline for applications: Each 
approved body has its own 
application process, so this 
varies.

Kilmarnock Football Club Kilmarnock Football 
Club

The football club works in partnership with local authorities and business to:
• Provide activities inclusive to all (e.g. community football matches)
• Provide education about living a healthy lifestyle
• Promoting social interaction and a positive learning environment where everyone is welcome.

The applicant would need to 
approach the club to enquire 
further regarding any specifi c 
sponsorship opportunities. 
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